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ABSTRACT
The muon problem of flavor physics presents a rich opportunity to study be-
yond standard model physics. The as yet undiscovered bound state (µ+µ−), called
true muonium, presents a unique opportunity to investigate the muon problem. The
near-future experimental searches for true muonium will produce it relativistically,
preventing the easy application of non-relativistic quantum mechanics. In this thesis,
quantum field theory methods based on light-front quantization are used to solve
an effective Hamiltonian for true muonium in the Fock space of |µ+µ−〉, |µ+µ−γ〉,
|e+e−〉, |e+e−γ〉, |τ+τ−〉, and |τ+τ−γ〉. To facilitate these calculations a new paral-
lel code, True Muonium Solver With Front-Form Techniques (TMSWIFT), has been
developed. Using this code, numerical results for the wave functions, energy levels,
and decay constants of true muonium have been obtained for a range of coupling
constants α. Work is also presented for deriving the effective interaction arising from
the |γγ〉 sector’s inclusion into the model.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION: CREATING A LAMPPOST
1.1 The Muon Problem
Flavor physics has a muon problem. Several muon observables disagree to varying
levels with Standard Model calculations. Despite these experimental anomalies, the
theoretical paradigm that best describes the muon has been, “Who ordered that?”
This sentiment, expressed by I.I. Rabi, reflects the principle that besides their cou-
pling to the Higgs boson (which determines their mass and lifetime), charged leptons
in the Standard Model interact identically. This long-standing assumption is referred
to as lepton universality 1 . Aside from the neutrino sector, the first crack in lepton
universality was the experimental measurement of the anomalous magnetic moment
of the muon, aµ = (g−2)µ[4], which differed from the theoretical result by ≈ 2σ. A re-
fined result from the E821 experiment in 2006 decreased the experimental uncertainty
further [5] but increased the discrepancy with theory. Meanwhile, improvements in
the hadronic sector have reduced the theoretical uncertainty but the anomaly per-
sists [6, 7, 8]. The current theoretical and experimental state of the aµ anomaly is
well-reviewed by Blum et al. in [9]. Minor theoretical improvements have occurred
since then, and the current discrepancy is[5, 10]:
∆aµ = aµ,exp − aµ,theor = 288(63)(49)× 10−11, (1.1)
1Deep down, theorists understand that lepton universality isn’t the final word because massive
neutrino lead to incredibly small loop-suppressed effects. The important point is that the Standard
Model assumes lepton universality, so any breaking (including the known neutrino effects) must
come from beyond it
1
where the first error is experimental and the second is theoretical, and is dominated
by the hadronic contributions. Upcoming experiments beginning in 2017 at Fermilab
and J-PARC intend to decrease the uncertainty in the experimental results by at least
a factor of 4[11]. A persisting discrepancy could be as large as 4σ. Further reduction
in theoretical uncertainty is also likely to come from lattice calculations, which could
push the anomaly to 5σ. In the years since the aµ measurements, a number of
beyond standard model (BSM) solutions have been proposed and constrained by
both spectroscopic and high-energy experiments[12, 13, 14].
Concurrently with this anomaly, there was a desire to improve upon the existing
measurements of the proton charge radius, rP . From several electronic experiments,
the value was rP,CODATA = 0.8758(77) fm[15]. Under these auspices, a more precise
measurement of the proton charge radius was undertaken by the CREMA collabora-
tion at PSI by studying the Lamb shift, the 2p − 2s splitting, of muonic hydrogen
(µH). The larger mass of the muon (mµ = 105.6583715 ± 0.0000035 MeV) im-
plied that any mass-dependent energy shifts like the nuclear corrections would be
enhanced in a muonic systems by the factor mµ/me ≈ 207. CREMA measured the
proton charge radius more precisely by a factor of 10. The result was, to every-
one’s surprise, 4% smaller than the previous CODATA average using all electronic
experiments: rP,µP = 0.84087(39) [16, 17].
A persistent search for a Standard Model explanation of this discrepancy has so
far failed, leading to a number of BSM solutions [18, 19, 20, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26,
27, 14, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33] where the aµ anomaly is often a critical co-constraint
on models. Near-term experiments are planned to investigate sources of this dis-
crepancy [34]. Improved measurements of electron-proton scattering and hydrogen
spectroscopy will decrease the uncertainty in the CODATA result. In the muonic
sector, experiments will measure the Lamb shift of muonic deuterium and helium,
2
which provide critical data on nuclear effects. Finally, muon-proton scattering will
be performed to provide full complementarity between the muonic and electronic
observables.
Since any BSM resolution to the muon problem will require modifications to the
Standard Model at high energies, new anomalies and measurements observed at the
LHC in the muonic sector[35, 36] must be taken into account. The consensus view of
the muon problem can perhaps best be summarized, “troubling, but not definitive”
signs of cracks in the Standard Model. A definitive resolution to the muon prob-
lem will require not just looking, as the old adage goes, under the lamppost, but
will necessitate creating new lampposts. One such lamppost being “built” is true
muonium.
1.2 True Muonium
Given the surprises already found, it is time to reconsider other potential observ-
ables in the muonic sector. A particularly strong candidate for shedding light on
the muon problem is the bound state (µ+µ−), called “true muonium”[37]. Other
bound states have limited new-physics reach due to small reduced masses µ ≈ me
(ee¯, eH, eµ¯) or nuclear-structure uncertainties (eH, µH). In contrast, true muonium’s
µ = mµ/2 and leptonic nature make this heavier sibling of positronium an ideal probe,
through the Lamb shift or hyperfine splitting[18, 3, 38, 33]. Muonic observables like
aµ or the Lamb shift of (µP ) are limited in their BSM reach because they can only
probe certain new physics operators at leading order. In contrast, measurements in
true muonium are affected by most new physics scenarios. This fact occurs by virtue
of the annihilation channel, where normally suppressed operators in the exchange
channel can contribute at leading order.
Beyond spectroscopy, measuring rare decays would also constrain new physics.
3
The leading-order SM decay rate of the 13S1 state to mono-energetic muon neutrinos
is known to be Γ(13S1 → νµν¯µ) ≈ 10−11Γe+e− . While this rate is small, it is within the
realm of detected rare processes in mesonic decays, due to the ∝ m5` scaling. Related
to the measurement of neutrino decays is the larger subject of invisible decays. For
positronium, Badertscher et al. have shown that strong constraints on a variety of
BSM (e.g. extra dimensions, axions, mirror matter, fractional charges, and other
low-mass dark matter models) can be made[39]. In true muonium, these rates are all
enhanced due to mass scaling and therefore better constraints are possible with lower
statistics.
To date, though, true muonium has not been directly observed. The non-trivial
technical difficulties lies in creating coincident low-energy muon pairs and detecting
the atom during its short lifetime (τ ≈ 1 ps) 2 . Not withstanding these problems,
numerous proposed methods of production have been discussed over the years [40,
41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49].
These considerations have motivated the Heavy Photon Search (HPS)[50] exper-
iment to search for true muonium beginning in 2016[48]. The DImeson Relativistic
Atom Complex (DIRAC) [51] has discussed the possibility of its observation in an
upgraded run[52] where further statistics could be used extract its Lamb shift[53].
In the longer term, the intention of Fermilab to develop a muon facility for neutrino
physics as well as a test bed for a future muon-muon collider presents an opportunity
for high-precision measurements of true muonium.
2The difficulty in producing low energy muons is two-fold: the muon’s weak decay lifetime (τ ≈
2.2µs) quickly degrades the beam’s muon flux. Further complicating production is that for a given
energy, the pion cross-section is much larger than then muon due both to its lower mass (mpi = 135
MeV and its larger coupling (αQCD ≈ 0.3).
4
1.3 The Light Front
At least in the short term, any detection will involve relativistic true muonium. An
accurate treatment is complicated because defining wave functions in standard quan-
tum field theory are difficult and are not boost invariant. Consequently, prediction of
the production and decay rates of true muonium are based on the non-relativistic wave
functions, which introduces uncertainties. Reducing these uncertainty and improving
computation methods for non-perturbative wave functions of true muonium directly
from quantum field theory are the motivation for this thesis. In non-relativistic quan-
tum mechanics (NRQM), there is a straight forward way to compute the bound-state
spectrum and wave functions, by computing the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian. Phe-
nomenological considerations have inspired non-relativistic potential models, which
are used for the heavy quarkonium[54, 55, 56, 57]. Alas, for strongly-coupled systems,
deriving a potential is often impossible, and further complicating the matter is that
potentials lose their meaning in a relativistic theory. A number of systems exist where
consideration of these problems is required: light-quark bound states, positronium,
and our main concern here: relativistic true muonium.
For these systems, relativistic and non-perturbative methods are necessary. There
are existing covariant methods: lattice gauge field theory[58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64,
65, 66, 67], Dyson-Schwinger[68, 69, 70, 71, 72] and Bethe-Salpeter equations[73, 74,
75, 76, 77, 78], and non-relativistic effective-field theory[79, 80]. While these methods
are covariant, the Hamiltonian operator in textbook quantum field theory is given
by H =
√
P 2 +M2. This non-analytic nature affects each of these methods. Lattice
field theory relies upon extracting the states from long-time operator correlations and
therefore has difficulty determining the predictions of QCD bound states[81, 82, 83].
This issue is particularly noticable in the exotic sector, where lattice QCD has yet to
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definitively explain the XYZ states[84]. Lattice gauge theory’s reliance upon Monte
Carlo methods also lead to numerical complications at small quark mass mq[85, 86],
and extracting wave functions is highly non-trivial[87]. Dyson-Schwinger and Bethe-
Salpeter equations run into difficulties from gauge invariance[88], two-time issues[89],
and obtaining the correct non-relativistic limit[90]. Effective field-theory methods
require the matching of perturbative expansions and therefore miss important non-
perturbative effects. Most troubling, the vacuum of any quantum field theory in
the instant form is complicated by creating and annihilation of virtual particles,
implying that the particle number of a state is not conserved. In strongly-coupled
theories like QCD, this complicated vacuum is a major impediment to understanding
confinement[91].
Instead of following the textbook quantization on a fixed time slice t = 0, quan-
tizing with respect to light-front time x+ ≡ t+z (called front form) [92] allows one to
develop a Hamiltonian formalism [2], where an analogue of the Schro¨dinger equation
for the eigenstates becomes an infinite but denumerable set of coupled integral equa-
tions. The infinite set arises from the need to sum over all Fock states, which can
be defined in front-form field theory. An additional feature of using the front-form
is that the wave functions are boost-invariant. This trait makes the front-form the
ideal technique for computing relativistic true muonium. In order to obtain numerical
results, one may then truncate the equations by limiting the set of component Fock
states included in the calculation and discretizing momenta, turning the problem into
a finite one solvable on a computer, which is called Discretized Light-Cone Quanti-
zation (DLCQ) [93]. With DLCQ, it is possible to compute the entire spectrum of a
strongly-coupled quantum field theory in the non-perturbative regime. In this thesis
will be presented some results for strongly-coupled QED (α > αQED ≈ 1/137) with
multiple flavors.
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1.4 Outline of the Present Work
This work is structured as follows. Chapter 2 begins with an overview of quantum
field theory on the light front. In Chapter 3, the model of true muonium used in
calculations is presented. Treatment of divergences and regularization of the model
are discussed. These improvements on [1, 94, 95] have allowed for the infinite limit to
be taken for the first time. In Chapter 4 energy spectra and decay constant results for
the true muonium model are presented that can be measured at future experiments.
Analytical work in deriving the |γγ〉 effective interaction is shown in Chapter 5. The
work is concluded in Chapter 6 with a summary and remarks about the future.
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Chapter 2
QUANTUM FIELD THEORY ON THE LIGHT FRONT
2.1 Historical Development of Light Front Field Theory
Non-relativistic quantum mechanics is Galilean invariant. This symmetry has the
interesting property that only one initial surface 1 can be defined for a theory, the
surface x0 = t = 0. This constraint implies that only a single decomposition of the
Galilean generators into kinematical and dynamical generators exists. A kinematical
generator is one that leaves the state invariant, while a dynamical one alters the state.
In the case of non-relativistic quantum mechanics, the set of 3 translations and 6 ro-
tations leaves the state unchanged, while the remaining operator, the Hamiltonian–by
definition is the generator of time translation– is dynamical. Obviously, in a relativis-
tic theory, this separation of the temporal generator from the spatial generators isn’t
so simple.
Relativistic theories are invariant under the Poincare´ group. Enforcing relativistic
causality decreases the family of world lines that can exist, and therefore the number
of initial surfaces possible is increased. Dirac[92] was the first to point out that there
are several classes of inequivalent initial surfaces. He further showed that different
initial surfaces have different numbers of kinematical generators. The three surfaces
Dirac discussed were (1) the standard instant form (x0 = 0), (2) the point form
(xµxµ = a
2 > 0) whose surface is a hyperboloid, and of greatest interest to us here,
(3) the front form (x0 − x3 = 0), whose surface is the light cone xµxµ = 0. Beyond
these three, it was eventually shown that only two other classes of surfaces exist: (4)
1An initial surface is a surface that intersects each world line once and only once
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another hyperboloid with x20 − x21 − x22 = a2 > 0 and (5) x20 − x23 = a2 > 0[96]. The
instant-form and point-form both have six kinematical generators, while forms (4)
and (5) have only four kinematical generators. The front-form is unique in having
the maximal number of kinematic generators, seven. This property is the first of a
number of novel features that suggests that front-form physics may be more tractable
to relativistic bound-state physics when a Hamiltonian method is preferred.
Although Hamiltonian physics forms the basis of textbook NRQM, it was long ago
recognized that in instant-form QFT, the use of action-based methods developed by
Schwinger[97, 98], Feynman[99, 100, 101, 102], and Tomonaga[103, 104] were better
suited for solving problems in which relativistic, perturbative calculations are desired.
This led to a seismic shift in physics. At present, though, the question of how best
to solve strongly-coupled relativistic problems like hadron structure and relativistic
true muonium isn’t known. It is with this perspective that many researchers have
studied front-form QFT, in hopes that it would lead to a simplification in studying
bound systems.
Almost 20 years later, renewed interest in Hamiltonian methods in field theory
arose. Weinberg, interested in the infinite-momentum frame where a state’s momen-
tum component pz → ∞, discovered in the case of the φ3 theory that creating or
annihilating particles from the vacuum was forbidden[105]. This observation would
eventually lead to an understanding that the vacuum of a front-form field theory
is trivial (i.e. empty of ordinary particles), and that Fock states are well-defined.
A few years later, the front-form perturbation theory rules were derived by Kogut
and Soper[106]. Because of the inequivalent nature of the instant-form surface and
the front-form, it was a crucial, but highly non-trivial, matter to show that the tradi-
tional instant-form Feynman rules give equivalent results to those from the front-form
rules[107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113].
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Perhaps the greatest success so far of the front-form methods has been the devel-
opment of methods for studying non-Abelian gauge theories. In QCD, these methods
have been used to obtain results for exclusive processes by Lepage and Brodsky[114]
where equivalent instant-form expressions didn’t exist. Analytical results using light-
front techniques have also reproduced the correct leading-order Lamb shift and hyper-
fine splitting for QED bound states[115, 116, 117, 118]. The Yukawa theory has been
used to understand the differences between instant-form and front-form approaches
and how they can be reconciled[119, 120, 121, 122, 123]. The Standard model has
also been formulated in light-front quantization[124].
The greatest promise of using the front form lays in its ability to address non-
perturbative field theory. Because a closed-form Hamiltonian can be constructed
front-form physics admits a Schro¨dinger-like equation that can be expressed in an
infinite-dimension Fock space. This construction can be used to apply the techniques
of non-relativistic quantum mechanics to quantum field theory. To make these prob-
lems tractable, the Fock space is truncated to a finite number of states based on
particle content. If the Fock states are furthermore discretized in momentum Fourier
modes on a lattice, it is called Discretized Light Cone Quantization (DLCQ). This
method was pioneered by Pauli and Brodsky, working on 1+1 dimensional Yukawa
theory[93].
The special feature of super-renormalizability of field theories in 1+1 has been
particularly amendable to DLCQ, and these theories have been investigated in depth.
Sawicki used the method to solve scalar QED1+1[125, 126], Harindranath and Vary in-
vestigated the structure of the vacuum and bound states of φ31+1 and φ
4
1+1 models[127,
128, 129]. Pushing further, Hornbostel et al. presented results for the meson and
baryon eigenstates of QCD1+1[130], while Hiller studied more field theoretical prop-
erties of the light-front in the Wick-Cutkosky model. The Schwinger model, which ad-
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mits analytical solutions in both instant form and front form, was first studied by Eller
et al. in 1986[131], and since has become an important testbed for developing improve-
ments that can then be used in other theories[132, 133, 134, 135, 136, 137, 138, 139].
Since DLCQ produces the wave functions and the energy levels, Hiller was able to
compute the R-ratio in QED1+1[140]. In one dimension, it has also been applied to
solving t’Hooft’s model of Large-N QCD[141], adjoint QCD[142, 143, 144], and su-
persymmetric models[145, 146, 147, 148, 149, 150, 151, 152, 153, 154, 155]. Although
spontaneous symmetry breaking is manifested in a distinctly different way, it is also
possible to study in DLCQ[156, 157, 158] Finally, research has been undertaken using
DLCQ to test Maldecena’s AdS/CFT conjecture in 1+1 theories[159, 153].
Extending DLCQ beyond 1+1 dimensions is complicated in two ways: first,
higher-dimensional theories require regularization and renormalization. Second, the
number of Fock states grows so rapidly that tractable numerical calculations allow
only a small number of states to be included. Despite these difficulties, DLCQ was
applied first to positronium by Tang et al.[160]. In that work, the effective Hamilto-
nian matrix equation was derived for a model including only the |e+e−〉 and |e+e−γ〉
Fock states. Variational methods were applied to this effective model and produced
upper limits on the triplet state. Further developments in understanding the con-
nection between light-front and instant-form techniques were studied by Kaluza and
Pauli, reproducing the expected results for the hyperfine splitting and Bohr states
in the limit of α → 0[161]. Krautga¨rtner et al., implementing the Coulomb coun-
terterm techniques developed by Wo¨lz[162], solved the effective matrix equation for
positronium[163]. They found that it was possible to reproduce the correct Bohr spec-
trum as well as the leading relativistic hyperfine splitting even for large α. Concerned
with the effect of zero modes, Kalloniatis and Pauli undertook numerical simulations
based upon perturbative solutions to the zero-mode constraint equations[164].
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Krautga¨rtner further developed these techniques and began to analytically study
the two-photon exchange interaction and its relationship to the observed divergences
in his dissertation[165]. Wo¨lz, in his dissertation, applied DLCQ to QCD by includ-
ing the |qq¯gg〉 Fock state[166]. Numerical limitations at the time prevented imple-
mentation of the counterterm techniques being concurrently developed, so that slow
convergence in the number of discretization points and strong dependence on the
momentum cutoff precluded these results from suggesting any conclusive statements.
Synthesizing all these techniques, Trittmann computed the first results for positro-
nium with the inclusion of the annihilation e+e− → γ channel[1, 94, 95]. Utilizing
the good quantum number Jz, he was able to split the problem and investigate the
breaking of rotational invariance inherent in light-front form in the effective equation.
Cutoff dependence and inadequate computational resources were the major limits to
Trittmann’s work. This thesis is a direct extension of these methods to the coupled
system of true muonium, positronium, and true tauonium.
Beyond DLCQ, other numerical methods have been developed upon the light
front. Basis light-front quantization (BLFQ), instead of discretizing the momenta in
Fourier modes chooses harmonic oscillator modes in the transverse direction. This
method hopes to decrease the number of basis states needed by more accurately
representing the wave function. BLFQ has shown initial success in solving bound-
state problems in QED[167, 168, 169, 170, 171, 172, 173] and QCD[174]. Using
Monte Carlo methods developed for instant-form lattice gauge theory, transverse
lattice theory has investigated simple models of QCD in 3+1 dimensions[175, 176,
177, 178]. Tube-based, collinear QCD and other effective Hamiltonian methods also
exist[179, 180, 181]. In recent years, the AdS/QCD conjecture has been extended to
light-front field theory to produce the low-energy meson and baryon spectra[182, 183,
184, 185, 186, 187, 188, 189, 190, 191].
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2.2 Poincare´ Generators and Hamiltonian Dynamics
Having discussed the historical developments in light-front quantization, in this
section is developed the actual light-front eigenvalue equation. For definitions of this
notation, the reader is referred to Appendix A. The Poincare´ generators of a theory
can be constructed from its stress tensor T µν . On the light front, they are given by
the vector P µ and the tensor Jµν defined by
P µ =
1
2
∫
d2x⊥dx−T+µ, and Jµν
1
2
∫
d2x⊥dx−(xµT+ν − xνT+µ). (2.1)
P µ represent the translations in light-front coordinates, P− is the (dynamical) gener-
ator of time-translations, i.e., the Hamiltonian. The other three translations, P+, P i
are kinematical generators. The three other kinematical operators correspond to the
boosts: one along the longitudinal x+-direction, K+ = −1
2
J+−, and the two along
the x⊥ directions, Ei = −1
2
J+i. The final kinematic operator is the rotation about
the x+ axis, J+ = J12. The remaining two operators, F i = J−i, are dynamical.
Intuitively, the largest change in kinematical symmetries between instant form and
front form is that explicit rotational invariance has been traded for explicit boost-
invariance. Although the total angular momentum operator J2 is no longer kine-
matical, the preservation of kinematical J+ allows for an angular momentum based
classification of states that is useful in bound-state physics.
Formally, P− is the Hamiltonian of front-form time translations, but for non-
perturbative bound-state calculations, researchers have found that the so-called Light-
cone Hamiltonian,
HLC = P
−P+ − P 2⊥ , (2.2)
is more useful. Here, P+ ≡ P 0 + P 3 is the longitudinal momentum component
conjugate to the light-front longitudinal direction x−, and the transverse momentum
is P⊥. For an eigenvalue M2 of the operator HLC corresponding to a state |Ψ〉, the
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light-front Hamiltonian eigenvalue equation is not nonanalytic (cf. the instant-form
expression
√
M2 + P 2):
P− |Ψ〉 = M
2 + P 2⊥
P+
|Ψ〉 . (2.3)
In additional to the P µ and Jz operators, the total spin operators S
2 and Sz still com-
mute in front form, meaning that a particular state |Ψ〉 can be completely specified
as ∣∣Ψ;M,P+,P⊥, S2, Sz;h〉 , (2.4)
where h indicates any discrete or non-spacetime quantum numbers, such as parity or
lepton number. Splitting the Fock space into subsets based on these discrete quantum
numbers will allow for smaller Hamiltonian matrices that are computationally less
difficult.
The numerical values of longitudinal momenta P+ for all physical particles are
nonnegative, since P 0 = E > P 3. This is the source of the statement that creation
of virtual particles traveling “backwards” with respect to the light-front longitudinal
direction is prohibited. Therefore, empty space cannot produce collections of virtual
particles in front form. The dramatic implication is that the ground state of the free
theory is also the ground state of the full interacting theory up to zero modes (field
configurations with P+ = 0, and the Fock-state expansion built upon the free vacuum
provides a rigorous “parton” component description of the full interacting state.
Expressing the state |Ψ〉 in terms of its Fock components |µn〉, where n in general
is denumerably infinite. Each particular component |µn〉 contains a fixed number Nn
of constituent quanta, the ith of which has rest mass mi and momentum k
µ
i (out of the
total momentum P µ). It is important to emphasize that not all possible Fock states
contribute to a given state. For example, there is no connection between the |`+`−〉
and |`+`−`+〉. The kinematics may alternatively be described in terms of longitudinal
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boost-invariant quantities xi ≡ k+i /P+ (0 ≤ xi ≤ 1) and k⊥i, and helicities λi, so that
Nn∑
i=1
xi = 1,
Nn∑
i=1
k⊥i = P⊥ , (2.5)
and, working in the intrinsic frame, in which P⊥ = 0, the Hamiltonian simplifies and
the four-momentum of a single particle is given by
kµi =
(
xiP
+, k⊥i,
m2i + k
2
⊥i
xiP+
)
. (2.6)
Using the completeness of the states |µn〉, the decomposition then reads
|Ψ〉 ≡
∑
n
∫
[dµn] |µn〉 〈µn|Ψ;M,P+,P⊥, S2, Sz;h
〉
≡
∑
n
∫
[dµn] |µn〉Ψn|h(µ) , (2.7)
where the measure notation indicates an integration over values of all constituent xi,
k⊥, subject to the constraints of Eq. (2.5). The functions Ψn|h(µ), where now h and
µ are shorthand for all the intrinsic and kinematic quantum numbers, respectively,
of the Fock state n, are called the component wave functions of the state and are the
central objects of interest in light-front calculations.
The Hamiltonian expression Eq. (2.3) then becomes
M2 + P 2⊥
P+
Ψn|h(xi,k⊥i, λi) =∑
n′
∫
[dµn′ ] 〈µn : xi,k⊥i, λi|P−|µn′ : x′i,k′⊥i, λ′i〉Ψn′|h(x′i,k′⊥i, λ′i) ,
(2.8)
which is an exact infinite-dimensional integral equation for the component wave func-
tions Ψn|h(µ). Although this expression has been derived from a full QFT with no
approximations, it may be identified as the Schro¨dinger equation on the light-front.
For a gauge theory like QED, the light-cone gauge A+ = 0 is the most natural
choice of gauge fixing because it eliminates the spatial non-transverse modes. Using
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the equations of motion, one may then eliminate the A− component in favor of the
other fields in the theory; this inversion is subtle due to the existence of zero modes
of A+. The result is a fairly complicated but closed-form exact Hamiltonian that may
be used to develop front-form Feynman rules [2, 114].
The Hamiltonian can be described by the sum of a kinetic operator T and various
types of interactions: seagulls S [and their normal-ordered contractions C], which do
not change particle number, vertices V , which change particle number by one, and
forks F , which change particle number by two:
HLC = T + V + S + C + F . (2.9)
The exact form of each operator has been worked out and can be found in Appendix C.
The connection of the lowest Fock states by these interactions for true muonium is
summarized in Table 2.1 for two flavors.
Why, given that instant-form field theory has only one interaction, does the front-
form Hamiltonian have multiple interactions classified into five types? The answer
rests in two different issues: time-ordering and gauge fixing. Since Hamiltonian meth-
ods require a fixed time slice, the use of time-ordered interactions is required. In
this time-ordered front-form theory, topologically equivalent diagrams are not inter-
changeable (this can be restated as different time orderings are not added into a single
diagram, as in the instant form). Instead, changing the ordering of interactions in
time changes the diagram. This feature will be critical to understanding the calcu-
lation of the |γγ〉 process, where multiple interactions exist. For example, consider
the two vertex diagrams in Fig. 2.1, where time propagates left to right. These are
dynamical interactions, so called because all particles in them are fully dynamical. In
instant form, these diagrams are given by the same interaction. In front form, these
are given by different, albeit related, operators. The other possible interactions, like
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Sector n 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
|γ〉 0 • V V · F F · · ·
|e+e−〉 1 V • S S V · F · F
|µ+µ−〉 2 V S • S · V · F F
|γγ〉 3 · S S • V V · · ·
|e+e−γ〉 4 F V · V • S V · V
|µ+µ−γ〉 5 F · V V S • · V V
|e+e−e+e−〉 6 · F · · V · • · S
|µ+µ−µ+µ−〉 7 · · F · · V · • S
|µ+µ−e+e−〉 8 · F F · V V S S •
Table 2.1: The Hamiltonian matrix for two-flavor QED, where n labels Fock states.
The vertex, seagull and fork interactions are denoted by V, S, F respectively. Diagonal
matrix elements are indicated by •, and vanishing matrix elements by a ·.
pair annihilation and an anti-particle emitting a photon, are also different but related.
The choice of the light-cone gauge, A+ = 0, introduces the complication of in-
stantaneous interactions, which are commonly separated into the seagull, forks, and
contractions. In deriving the Hamiltonian of a front-form theory, terms proportional
to 1/∂+ arise. Formally, these terms require a careful treatment otherwise the equiv-
alence to the instant form could broken. In light-cone gauge, for any dynamical
interaction built from two vertex interactions, an equivalent interaction where the
exchanged particle propagates instantaneously must be included. An example of
each type of instantaneous interaction is found in Fig. 2.2. Notationally, an instan-
taneous particle propagator is indicated by a vertical line with a slash through its
center. Mathematically, instantaneous interactions have no direct dependence upon
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(a)
1
3
2
(b)
Figure 2.1: Two Vertex Diagrams: (a) V`→`γ, Which Involves an Emitted Photon,
and (b) Vγ→`−`+ , Representing Pair Production.
the momentum of the instantaneous particle.
Proceeding further, the work in this thesis will focus on the two-equal-mass va-
lence particles interacting via the effective potential Veff that is an approximation
derived from the exact Hamiltonian interactions. Using the method of iterated re-
solved explained in Appendix F, it is possible to write the effective integral equation
as only over |`+`−〉 states explicitly, and is described by(
M2−m
2 + k2⊥
x(1− x)
)
Ψn|h(x,k⊥;λ1, λ2)
=
∑
λ′1,λ
′
2
∫
D
dx′d2k′⊥〈x,k⊥;λ1, λ2 |Veff |x,k⊥;λ′1, λ′2, 〉Ψn|h(x′,k′⊥;λ′1, λ′2) .
(2.10)
whereD a restricted domain of integration which allows for the problem to be properly
regulated. While the problem is now cast so only |`+`−〉 components of the wave
function need be considered, the other components have been interated into the Veff
and can be extracted from the remaining components after the Hamiltonian has been
diagonalized. How this Veff is derived is discussed in general in Appendix F and
Chapter 3 will discuss how the non-perturbative propagator for the exchange and
annihilation channels need in this work are obtained.
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Figure 2.2: Examples of instantaneous interactions: (a) the scattering-channel seag-
ull interaction between particle and antiparticle, S
(s)
`+`−→`+`− , (b) a fork interaction
F`−→`+`−`− , and (c) A contraction interaction C
γ
`− that represents an instantaneous
photon correction to the self-energy of the particle.
2.3 Issues of Front-Form Theories
The rosy picture so far painted would lead one to wonder why all theorist don’t do
calculations in front-form. Several complications unique to the front-form exist, and
at present the question of their relative difficulty to overcome compared to instant
form is unclear.
The first issue is related to rotational invariance. As discussed above, the front-
form trades rotational invariance of a state for boost-invariance. If an all-orders
calculation could be performed, the physical results will regain rotational invariance.
For truncated calculations, either in Fock state or α, the breaking of rotational invari-
ance is commonplace. This breaking can be mitigated by the inclusion of higher-order
corrections, or it can be repaired by the implementation of counterterms.
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Instant-form physics has a non-trivial vacuum, where it is imagined that pair pro-
duction is occurring constantly and the particle-number of the vacuum is undefined.
In contrast, the front-form vacuum is the Fock-state vacuum, completely devoid of
particles. How these seemingly incompatible pictures can be reconciled is through
zero modes. For this thesis, zero modes will be understood as eigenvectors of the
Hamiltonian with P+ = 0 occurring from complicated limits and constraints imposed
by the theory. While they can modify the energy levels of a theory, they haven never
been found to have any significant effect in QED and therefore have been assumed to
be negligible for bound-state calculations[192, 193, 164, 194].
Perhaps the most difficult problem with front-form dynamics is renormalization.
In instant form, divergences are nicely separated into infrared (p2 → 0) and ultraviolet
(p2 →∞) terms. The splitting of the momentum into p+ and p⊥ by the symmetries
on the light front can be best seen in the energy p− = m
2+p2⊥
p+
. Without full rotational
invariance as a symmetry, divergences can occur for p2⊥ → 0,∞, and separately
p+ → 0,∞. The end result is that, while the front form has an enhanced number
of kinematic operators, the number of counterterms needed to restore the broken
dynamical symmetries is unfortunately increased. The effect of 1/p+ → 0 divergences
is that naive regularization using a principal value prescription doesn’t work, but
this can be overcome by a careful treatment that was developed by Leibbrant and
Mandelstam[195, 196, 197] and expanded to non-Abelian theories by Bassetto[198].
Also distinct from instant form, the more natural truncation is in Fock states.
Unlike the instant-form truncation in α, this approach can potentially break gauge
symmetry. A good introduction to these ideas and how they can be applied to weak-
coupling QCD can be found in [199]. In perturbative calculations, the issue of renor-
malization can be tackled with only a minor additional effort, using the standard
Pauli-Villars techniques or dimensional regularization. Mustaki et al. in [200] inves-
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tigated renormalization for QED and reproduced a number of classic perturbative
results.
For nonperturbative questions, though, more elaborate methods are required.
Much time has been spent in developing workable Pauli-Villars techniques[201, 202,
203, 204], and while these seem usable in principle, they require a dramatic increase
in the number of Fock states since multiple Pauli-Villars particles are then required
for each physical particle. Attempts to use Fock-state-dependent renormalization
counterterms have been developed[205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210] but these need to be
partially derived analytically and for large Fock-state problems, the methods seems
daunting. Instead of making an explicit Fock-state truncation, some authors have
endeavored to expand in coherent states[211, 212, 213, 214, 215, 216]. A related
method is to use coupled-cluster methods from NRQM[217, 218]. The final promi-
nent method for nonperturbative problems is to use flow equations to perform unitary
transformations of the Hamiltonian to such a form that higher-order Fock states are
decoupled[219, 220, 221, 222, 223, 224, 225]. These equations have the benefit that
they can be automated onto a computer. For all methods, the major impediment is
that the computational resources needed for even simple problems like positronium
with these methods is quite large. In this work, we will side-step the formal issue of
renormalization entirely, and focus on producing only regularized results.
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Chapter 3
THE `+`− MODEL
In this thesis the model considered is the charge-zero, lepton family number-zero
states in the truncated Fock space of
|Ψ〉 = ψµ+µ−|µ+µ−〉+ ψe+e−|e+e−〉+ ψτ+τ−|τ+τ−〉+ ψγ|γ〉
+ ψµ+µ−γ|µ+µ−γ〉+ ψe+e−γ|e+e−γ〉+ ψτ+τ−γ|τ+τ−γ〉. (3.1)
Solving for the eigenstates of HLC [Eq. (2.10)] with this limited Fock space nonethe-
less gives the bound states of positronium (e+e−), true muonium (µ+µ−), and true
tauonium (τ+τ−), as well as associated continuum states (up to effects from neglected
higher-order Fock states). The wave functions are in the form of Eq. (3.1), with he-
licity states for only |µ+µ−〉, |e+e−〉, and |τ+τ−〉 components. The |γ〉 and ∣∣`¯`γ〉
components are folded into Veff by means of the method of iterated resolvents[226, 1]
which are discussed in more detail in Appendix F. Using iterated resolvents, the
Hamiltonian equation can be constructed only between |`+`−〉 states. The trunca-
tions and approximations used to arrive at the final effective Hamiltonian studied in
this work lead to an equation that, while regularized, is not properly renormalized.
This outstanding problem is beyond the scope of this work.
Following the treatment in Appendix F, the construction of the effective model
of true muonium includes only the single-exchange and single-annihilation photon
intermediate states. Higher Fock states only couple to the |`+`−〉 state through these
interactions and their associated instantaneous diagrams (which together should be
neglected to preserve gauge invariance).
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3.1 Exchange Channel
In this model, it is possible to discuss the exchange and annihilation channels
separately as effective interactions since they are decoupled in this Fock space. In
this section, the derivation of the propagator for the exchange interaction is fleshed
out. The schematic equation to solve for this two-state system is
M2|Ψ〉 = HLC |Ψ〉 =
T + S V
V T + S

 ψ`+`−
ψ`+`−γ
 , (3.2)
where we have suppressed the individual flavor wavefunctions, because in this Fock
space, flavor mixing is forbidden. Formally, we can solve this equation in block form
to get an eigenvalue equation only in the ψ`+`− sector by
HLC |Ψ〉 = (T + S + V GNPV )|ψ`+`−〉, (3.3)
where the interaction elements T, S, and V are given by the Feynman rules, and the
non-perturbative propagator is given by
GNP(ω) =
∑
n
〈`+`−γ|ψ`+`−γ,n〉 1
ω −HLC 〈ψ`+`−γ,n|`
+′`−
′
γ′〉. (3.4)
In this propagator, we have introduced a redundancy parameter ω. To solve this
equations exactly, we would solve the Hamiltonian equation along with the constraint
M2(ω) = ω for each eigenvalue. This is prohibitively difficult, so we will introduce
further simplifications that where first formalized by Pauli[227]. In addition to ω,
the denominator depends on the entire HLC , which couples to the |`+`−γ〉 state.
From the method of iterated resolvents, we know that in full QED, this is an infinite
tower of interactions, but that truncation can be made to just the leading order of
“in-medium perturbation theory” discussed in Appendix F where in the denominator
HLC can be replaced by the eigenvalues M
2
`+`−γ,n that are dominated by |ψ`+`−γ〉 . At
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this point, there are two functions: ω, M2`+`−γ,n in the denominator that are unknown
and need definitions to make the problem tractable. First, using notation of spectator
interactions, 1 the eigenvalues M2`+`−γ,n can be approximated by states that are an
|`+`−〉 bound state freely propagating with a single photon. These eigenvalues would
be given by
M2`+`−γ,n =
M2`+`−,n + q
2
⊥
y
+
q2⊥
1− y , (3.5)
where the four-momentum qµ = (yP+, yP⊥+q⊥, q−g ) is the momentum of the photon.
Note that, since we work in the frame P⊥ = 0, q⊥ is a measure of relative momentum
of the photon versus the fermions. The intuition behind these approximation is that,
to leading order, the states of |`+`−γ〉 are product states |`+`−m〉 ⊗ |γs〉. Given this
approximation, the bound states form the lowest energy levels of bands of eigenvalues
in which a single photon is added with an arbitrary momentum. States where the
fermions are free would be heavier, and therefore contribute less to the propagator.
Having defined an approximation of M2`+`−γ, the remaining issue is how to treat
ω. Given the definition of ω = M2(ω) = M2`+`−,n, we can insert the approximation of
M2`+`−γ,n into Eq. 3.4, arriving at
GNP(ω) =
∑
n
〈`+`−γ|ψ`+`−γ,n〉 1
M2`+`−,n −
M2
`+`−,n+q
2
⊥
y
+
q2⊥
1−y
〈ψ`+`−γ,n|`+′`−′γ′〉. (3.6)
Proceeding further, two major approximations common to many-body physics
are made. The first is to assume to degeneracy of the spectrum to the lowest state,
M2`+`−,n ≡ M2. Given the Bohr spectrum, we can see that the band of energy states
1While HLC in the denominator of the propagator includes all possible interactions that state
couples to, there is a natural decomposition into spectator interactions where the interactions on
the state are unaffected by a spectator particle, and non-spectator interactions where there is an
interaction between the particles and the effective degrees of freedom desired. For example, the
|`+`−γ〉 state can interact by passing a second photon between the fermions. The first photon only
effects the dynamics by restricting the momentum range, therefore this interaction appears identical
to the one in the |`+`−〉 state. In contrast, the interaction where the free photon pair produces
two more fermions has no analogy to an |`+`−〉 process, and therefore is termed a non-spectator
interaction.
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we are compressing is from M2`,∞ = (2m`)
2 down to M2`+`−,0 = (2m`+`−)
2(1 − α
8
)2.
From this equation, it is seen that the smaller α, the better this approximation is.
GNP can then be expressed as
GNP =
−y(1− y)
y2M2 + q2⊥
∑
n
〈`+`−γ|ψ`+`−γ,n〉〈ψ`+`−γ,n|`+′`−′γ′〉. (3.7)
The assumption of degeneracy has allowed for factoring the functional dependence of
the propagator out, and with this, the assumption of closure can by applied. Clo-
sure is the statement that summing over all states equals the identity matrix, i.e.∑
n |n〉〈n| = 1. Therefore a sum over the states in the propagator results in a delta
function, i.e.,
∑
n
〈`+`−γ|ψ`+`−γ,n〉〈ψ`+`−γ,n|`+′`−′γ′〉 = 〈`+`−γ|`+′`−′γ′〉. (3.8)
If GNP defined with these assumptions is compared to the free, perturbative propa-
gator,
G`+`−γ,free =
1
P+(k− − k′− − q−) =
−y
y2(2m)2 + q2⊥
, (3.9)
it can be seen that in the double limit of y  1 (the photon contains a small fraction
of the energy) and M2 ≈ (2m)2 (weakly interacting states), the two propagators
agree.
All that remains to do to completely fix the non-perturbative propagator is to
specify a functional form for M2. Given that we have a truncated Fock space, gauge
invariance has been broken at some level. The particular functional form of M2 is
chosen to restore this invariance at leading order. Computing the interactions shown
in Fig. 3.1, but instead of G`+`−γ,free, GNP is used, a collinear singularity is introduced
by the mismatch between the instantaneous diagram and the two dynamical ones.
For only one unique form does M2 property cancel this singularity, the so called
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symmetric mass which is the average of the incoming and outgoing |`+`−〉 states,
M2sym =
1
2
(
m2` + k
2
⊥
x(1− x) +
m2`′ + k
′2
⊥
x′(1− x′)
)
(3.10)
So, consistency of the effective theory has completely constrained the form of the non-
perturbative propagator[226]. As was emphasized by Pauli[226], although a number
of simplifications have been made, it is possible to systematically improve the ap-
proximation. One obvious way would be to implement an iterated solver that takes
M2`+`−,i obtained in iteration i and then use them instead as the M`+`−,n eigenstates,
bypassing the assumption of degeneracy entirely. This can be used to obtain the
exact non-perturbative propagator, which is related to Eq. (3.7) by
GNP(ω) = GNP
(
〈`+`−γ|`+′`−′γ′〉
−
∑
n
〈`+`−γ|ψ`+`−γ,n〉
M2`+`−,n −M2
−G−1NP + (M2`+`−,n −M2)
〈ψ`+`−γ,n|`+′`−′γ′〉
)
.
(3.11)
−−
Figure 3.1: The three diagrams that contribute to the effective interaction in the
exchange channel.
3.2 Hamiltonian Matrix Elements for General Jz
Breaking of rotational invariance by the anisotropy of light-front coordinates and
the model’s truncation manifests itself in the spectra by the observation of non-
degeneracy of Jz states. To explore this phenomenon, in addition to allowing for
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smaller matrices, it is beneficial to integrate out the ϕ dependence of the wave func-
tions and exchange it for the discrete quantum number Jz. The independent ϕ de-
pendences are classified with respect to Lz, but this isn’t a good quantum number
for the whole state. To do this, we consider a set of two-particle states
Ψn|h(xi,k⊥i, λi) =
∑
Lz
ψn|h(x, k⊥, λ1, λ2)eiLzϕ. (3.12)
Using this expression for the wave function, we can construct the matrix elements
for a fixed Jz state as a Fourier transform. Even though Lz isn’t a good quantum
number, the decomposition Lz = Jz − Sz remains valid, therefore this exchange can
be performed in the integrals. This results in states of well defined Jz but different
Sz components mixing with each other. For the states considered in this model, it
can be shown that exchange channel effective interactions’ dependence upon ϕ can
be expressed in the form of
〈µn : x, k⊥, ϕ, λi|Veff |µn′ : x′, k′⊥, ϕ′, λ′i〉 = En(x, k⊥, ϕ, x′, k′⊥, ϕ′;λi, λ′j)
=
Fn(x, k⊥, , x′, k′⊥, ;λi, λ
′
j)
a− 2k⊥k′⊥ cos(ϕ− ϕ′)
, (3.13)
where the En are found in Table D.2. For these elements, it is possible to analytically
compute the fixed Jz elements by decomposing e
±ix into cos(x)± i sin(x) terms. The
terms proportional to sin(ϕ− ϕ′) in the Fourier transforms integrate to zero, leaving
Gn(x,k⊥, x′, k′⊥;λi, λ
′
j, Jz)
= Fn(x, k⊥, x′, k′⊥;λi, λ
′
j)
1
(2pi)2
∫ 2pi
0
dϕ
∫ 2pi
0
dϕ′
cos(−[Jz − Sz]ϕ+ [J ′z − S ′z]ϕ′)
a− 2k⊥k′⊥ cos(ϕ− ϕ′)
= Fn(x, k⊥, x′, k′⊥;λi, λ
′
j)× 2pi(−A)−|n|+1
(
B
k⊥k′⊥
)|n|
= Fn(x, k⊥, x′, k′⊥;λi, λ
′
j)× Int(|n|), (3.14)
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where n incorporates the quantized eigenvalue of Jz, and the definitions found in
Trittmann[1] have been used:
A = (a2 − 4k2⊥k
′2
⊥)
− 1
2 and B =
1
2
(1− aA). (3.15)
TheGn’s have been collected into Table D.3 and represent the matrix elements utilized
in TMSWIFT.
3.3 Annihilation Channel
x2
x1
x4
x3
−−
Figure 3.2: Dynamical and instantaneous diagrams for the annihilation channel.
In contrast to the exchange channel, the annihilation channel has a number of
simplifications that can be taken advantage of. First, if the logic of the previous
sections is applied, the non-perturbative propagator given by
GNP,γ =
1
M2sym −M2γ
〈γ|γ′〉 (3.16)
is simple because the mass eigenvalues M2γ = 0 in the photon sector. With this con-
straint, correctly canceling the instantaneous diagram requires only using the sym-
metric mass term, leading to the expression GNP,γ = 1/M
2
sym. In the annihilation
channel, the possibility of m` 6= m`′ is the origin of flavor mixing in this model.
The actual matrix elements can be derived, with care taken to note the kinematic
constraints,
k⊥,γ = k⊥,`− + k⊥,`+ = 0, and xγ = 1. (3.17)
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The annihilation vertex interaction Vγ→`+`− can then follow the procedure developed
for the exchange channel, and be broken into three components based upon the par-
ticle helicity factors. Exploiting the symmetry of 〈`+`−|V |γ〉 = 〈γ|V |`+`−〉∗ and
applying the method of exchanging ϕ → Jz, we can obtain the In matrix elements
in Table D.4. With a denominator that has no dependence upon ϕ, this dynamic
interaction is non-zero only for the case where Jz = ±1.
In the case of the seagull diagram, the simple kinematics result in only a single,
constant matrix element:
〈`+`−|S|`+`−〉 = 4α
pi
δλ2−λ1δ
λ′2
−λ′1 . (3.18)
Inspecting the helicity factors, we see that this interaction can only occur between
Sz, S
′
z = 0.
3.4 Regularization
The appearance of reciprocal powers of momenta in Eq. (2.3), which is the ultimate
origin of the singularities at x = 0 or 1 in Eq. (2.10), requires a careful regularization
of numerical integrals. The domain D in Eq. (2.10) is defined by introducing a cutoff
Λ on the parton transverse momentum k⊥; in the equal-mass case, we choose for each
flavor [114]
m2` + k
2
⊥
x(1− x) ≤ Λ
2
` + 4m
2
` . (3.19)
Instituting a momentum-space cutoff has the added effect of minimizing the influence
of multiparticle Fock states. In principle, each sector of the theory (in our case,
notably µ+µ− and e+e−) can have an independent cutoff, but such choices must be
motivated by the physical scales of the problem, and in any case the final results must
eventually be insensitive to such particular choices.
It has been shown[163, 1, 228] that strong dependence in 1S0 states on Λ arises
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from the matrix element between antiparallel-helicity states called G2:
G2(x, k⊥;x′, k′⊥) =
[
m2`
(
1
xx′
+
1
(1− x)(1− x′)
)
+
k2⊥
x(1− x) +
k
′2
⊥
x′(1− x′)
]
Int(|n|)
+ k⊥k′⊥
[
Int(|1− n|)
xx′
+
Int(|1 + n|)
(1− x)(1− x′)
]
(3.20)
In the limit of k⊥ ≡ |k⊥| or k′⊥ ≡ |k′⊥| → ∞, this interaction approaches
lim
k⊥→∞
G2 = −α
pi
2
x+ x′ − 2xx′ (3.21)
for Jz = 0 which, in the absence of the dependence of |ψ`+`−〉 upon k⊥, would result
is a δ function-like behavior in configuration space. Ref. [163] chose to regularize this
singularity by deleting a term equivalent in the notation here to
G2,div(x, k⊥;x′, k′⊥) =
[
k2⊥
x(1− x) +
k
′2
⊥
x′(1− x′)
]
Int(|n|) (3.22)
Instead, a superior subtraction scheme is obtained by only removing its limit as k⊥
or k′⊥ →∞ (Eq. 3.21),
G2,REG = G2 +
{
α
pi
2
x+ x′ − 2xx′ δJz ,0
}
(3.23)
which retains part of the term (including x and x′ dependence). This scheme removes
the strong Λ dependence of 1S0 states in both QED[228, 229] and QCD[174] models.
It is important to note that the k⊥-dependence of |ψ`+`−〉 varies with α, and therefore
it should be anticipated that the strength of this apparent divergence should depend
on α. This will be explored in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 4
SPECTRA AND DECAY CONSTANTS
Having developed the general ideas of light-front calculations in Chapter 2 and the
exact formalism of the effective light-front Hamiltonian in Chapter3, in this chapter
will be presented results for true muonium bound states obtained from numerical
calculations. The general points of how the numerical implementation works are
discussed in Appendix E. To produce these results, two codes were utilized.
The first is a modified version of MESONIX, a code developed by Trittmann[1].
Improvements to his code included implementing more efficient numerical integrators
for the Coulomb trick [see Appendix E], different discretization schemes, the improved
regularization discussed in Chapter 3, and allowing for a second flavor of leptons to
interact. This code was written in C and could only run in serial mode.
As will be discussed, while MESONIX was able to produce useful results, it was
limited in its reach by the numerical resources available for a serial code. In the effort
to modernize DLCQ, a new code TMSWIFT (True Muonium Solver With Front-Form
Techniques) was developed. This code was developed in C++ and utilizes the parallel
matrix and vector package PETSc[230, 231] as well as the parallel eigenvalue solver
package SLEPc[232]. This new code has broader capabilities than MESONIX for a
number of reasons. TMSWIFT allows for an arbitrary number of particle flavors,
each with different m`,Λ`, Nµ, and Nθ. Further, in order to overcome the issues that
arise from sampling continuum e+e− contributions to true muonium, a number of
different discretizations are available to test. Like MESONIX, TMSWIFT allows
for different values of Jz and α. With TMSWIFT’s parallel capabilities, the size of
accessible Hamiltonians has been greatly increased, and the time to obtain solutions
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dramatically decreased. TMSWIFT is currently available at[233].
4.1 Cutoff Dependence
In front form, the most common renormalization scheme for two-body systems is
the covariant cutoff approach of Lepage and Brodsky [114], which as stated is also
used in throughout this work. To remind the reader, it is given by
m2` + k
2
⊥
x(1− x) ≤ Λ
2
` + 4m
2
` . (4.1)
Unfortunately, in any but the simplest models, this formulation does even not properly
regularize the Hamiltonian as new sectors are added. More recent attempts to uti-
lize other renormalization schemes include Pauli-Villars [201, 202] and Hamiltonian
flow [221, 222] techniques, and methods with sector-dependent counterterms [205,
208].
For the purposes of this thesis, the simplest possible renormalization scheme is
taken by defining covariant cutoffs via Eq. (4.1) for each flavor of lepton. Identifying
Λ` as a maximum off-shell momentum for the parton of mass m`, physical consid-
erations lead one to expect that Λ` values should form a tower, with the heaviest
components having the smallest cutoff.
4.1.1 Two-Flavor Cutoff Dependence
In the two-flavor true muonium case, choices such as Λ2e = Λ
2
µ + 4(m
2
µ − m2e)
are natural, and this is the scheme adopted for the multiple-flavor studies unless
indicated otherwise. In particular, Λe should be chosen significantly larger than Λµ,
or else the phase space for |ee¯〉 continuum states contributing to true muonium is
inappropriately truncated, leading to numerical instabilities due to undersampling
of physically significant amplitudes. This physically appropriate choice nevertheless
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Figure 4.1: Mass eigenvalues of n = 1 true muonium states with Jz = 0 (1
3S01 in top
pair, 1 1S00 in bottom pair) as a function of cutoff Λµ for Λ
2
e = Λ
2
µ+4(m
2
µ−m2e), α = 0.3,
me =
1
2
mµ, N = 25. Λµ is given in units of the muon Bohr momentum αmµ/2. The
(◦) points indicate the full result precisely following the methods of Ref. [1], and the
() points indicate the result after the implementation of a subtraction (described in
the text) of the amplitude responsible for poor ultraviolet behavior in 1S0 channels.
leads to interesting numerical issues, as will be discussed.
To investigate the effect of this choice of cutoffs, Λe is fixed by the procedure
described above and Λµ is varied between 1 ≤ Λµ ≤ 65 (in units of muon Bohr
momentum αmµ/2). Results for the n = 1, 2 eigenstates with me =
1
2
mµ can be
seen in Figs. 4.1 and 4.2, respectively, which can be compared to Figs. 2.8 and 2.9 of
Ref. [1], where the same study was performed for positronium. For an exact analogue
to the results of Ref. [1], one should compare the lines in Fig. 4.1 with open-circle
points directly to their analogues in the earlier work. Since rotational invariance is
obscured in the front form, states studied in the numerical simulations are labeled by
adding the Jz label, as in n
2S+1LJzJ .
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Figure 4.2: Mass eigenvalues of n = 2 true muonium states with Jz = 0 (top to
bottom: 2 3S01 , 2
3P 02 , 2
1P 01 , 2
3P 01 , 2
3P 00 , 2
1S00) as a function of cutoff Λµ. The numerical
inputs and units of Λe,µ are the same as in Fig. 4.1. The amplitude subtraction
described in the text has been performed for all states here.
The most striking feature of the initial (open-circle points) results in Fig. 4.1 is
the strong dependence on the cutoff Λµ of the 1
1S0 mass eigenvalue compared to that
of 13S1 (A similar effect occurs for the 2
1S0 mass eigenvalue, as seen in Fig. 4.2).
One may initially wonder whether this effect is due to an inappropriate handling of
lepton mass renormalization. The full shift of the bound-state mass due to one-loop
lepton-mass renormalization in front form is given by [163]
∆M2 =
α
2pi
m2
[
3 ln
(
Λ2 +m2
m2
)
− Λ
2
Λ2 +m2
]
×
(
1
x
+
1
1− x
)
. (4.2)
This expression is obtained from the sum of loop and contraction diagrams; as is
well known (e.g., see [2]), the individual loop diagrams that give the renormalization
constants Z2 or Z1 in light-front form carry momentum dependence, but the Ward
identity guarantees that their sum does not, allowing one to adopt an on-shell renor-
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malization scheme in which the input α and m values are given by the physical ones.
Since the higher-order corrections not given here must necessarily subtract the ln Λ
divergence of Eq. (4.2) but generally produce additional corrections, one may choose
to regularize the divergence in a variety of ways. The work of Refs. [163, 1, 174]
advocates simply taking ∆M2 = 0. To gauge the effect of other choices, two choices
of subtraction are considered. The first is subtracting from the bracketed term of
Eq. (4.2) only the ln(Λ2/m2) portion; the second is to subtract the O[(m2)0] correc-
tion as well. In the latter case, the bound-state eigenvalues M2 change by less than
1 part in 104 by the time Λµ is as small as 2mµ. Therefore, the simple choice of
∆M2 = 0 seems acceptable and will be used for the remainder of this thesis.
It should be noted that the derivation of Eq. (4.2) neglects one diagram, in which
the leptons exchange an “instantaneous” photon in the presence of a spectator photon,
because it is non-diagonal in the single-lepton spins and momenta, and therefore
gives rise to a self-mass correction of the atom that is not just a single-lepton mass
renormalization. Certainly, this effect could be included as an O(α2) perturbative
correction, but is neglected as well.
It is hard to imagine why lepton mass renormalization would treat the 1S0 states
so differently from the others. This phenomenon was noted as early as Ref. [163].
Since the subsequent work of Ref. [1] improved the numerical quality of the C = −1
3S1 states by the inclusion of the Fock state |γ〉, one might expect the inclusion of
|γγ〉 to improve the C = +1 1S0 states. Further work in light-front Yukawa theories
have also identified the Fock-space truncation as the origin of divergences in specific
states[119, 122, 234, 235, 121].
The effect of the regularization scheme [Eq. (3.23)] developed in Chapter 3 is
shown as lines in Figs. 4.1,4.2 with filled square points, and demonstrates a great
improvement in the stabilization of the Λ dependence of 1S0 states, with fairly minimal
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Figure 4.3: Mass eigenvalues of n = 1 true muonium states with Jz = 0 (1
3S01 at
top, 1 1S00 at bottom) as a function of cutoff Λe in units of the muon Bohr momentum
αmµ/2, with Λµ = 1 in these units, α = 0.3, me =
1
2
mµ, N = 25.
changes to that of other states. The subtraction for the 21S0 state is not shown in
Fig. 4.2, but it amounts to a decrease in the Λµ dependence by over a factor of 10.
The sensitivity of the results to varying Λe is seen in Fig. 4.3, where the mass
eigenvalues of the 11S0 and 1
3S1 states are reported as functions of Λe in units of
the muon Bohr momentum αmµ/2. That is, Λe ' 11.6 corresponds to the value
used in Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4.2. The results are quite insensitive to larger Λe, which
means that allowing for greater off-shell momentum in the |e+e−〉 sector than in
the simple prescription has little impact on the true muonium spectrum. On the
other hand, decreasing Λ2e below Λ
2
µ + 4(m
2
µ −m2e) (not depicted here) reveals strong
fluctuations in the dependence of mass eigenvalues upon Λe, which can be attributed
to an undersampling of the continuum |e+e−〉 states with invariant mass below the
full true muonium bound-state mass.
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4.1.2 Λ→∞ Limit
Having studied a number of features of the regularization schemes chosen for the
model studied, in this part the infinite-Λ limit is studied. As show in the previous
section, the regularization of G2 results in a removal of the strong Λ dependence of
all the states. With this choice, it has been found that for the choice Nµ = Nθ = N ,
the invariant masses M2n can be well-fit to a function of the form
M2(N,Λ) = M2∞(1 + be
−cN)(1 + de−fΛ) (4.3)
for a specific value of α. An example of this fit to a set of data for the triplet state
for α = 0.2 is shown in Fig. 4.4. The full results for a variety of α for the singlet
and triplet state are presented later in Table 4.2. Calculations indicate that the sign
of both b and d changes as α is varied. Part of this interesting behavior can be
understood as follows. The effective interaction potential has a particular fixed k⊥
dependence, but it is known from non-relativistic quantum mechanics that the wave
function’s large k⊥ tail is modified as α is varied. For the Coulomb potential with
α 1, the tail of the wave function approaches k−4⊥ [163]. Increasing α has the effect
of also increasing the power of the tail. Our results indicate that that this power for
α = 0.3 is ≈ k−2.5⊥ .
4.2 Wavefunctions
The motivation of this thesis was to produce the wave functions of true muonium
in a boost-invariant way. In Fig. 4.5, the probability density components of a three-
flavor calculation of true muonium for a particular set of parameters is shown that was
produced using TMSWIFT. With the full wave functions obtained, it is possible to
compute important observables, like the production cross section, that are inaccessible
from the invariant mass alone. As an example of the additional information that is
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Figure 4.4: Simulations of 13S01 for varying values of Λµ and N with α = 0.2
accessible from the wave functions, in a later section the decay constants of the singlet
and triplet state will be computed.
4.3 Mass Spectrum
Using the modified MESONIX code as discussed above, the entire bound-state
spectrum of true muonium and positronium was computed including valence Fock
states of both |µ+µ−〉 and |e+e−〉 for Jz = −3,−2, . . . ,+3 (e.g., Fig. 4.6), taking
α = 0.3, me =
1
2
mµ, Λµ = 10αmµ/2 ' 1.5mµ, and Λe = [Λ2µ + 4(m2µ − m2e)]1/2 '
15.3αmµ/2 ' 2.3mµ.
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Figure 4.5: The 13S01 probability density of (left) ↑↓ e+e−, (center) ↑↓ µ+µ−, and
(right) ↑↓ τ+τ− components of true muonium with Jz = 0, as functions of x and k⊥,
for α = 0.3, me =
1
2
mµ, mτ = 2mµ, Λi = 10αmi/2, Nµ = Nτ = 37, and Ne = 71.
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From Fig. 4.6, the true muonium spectrum is seen to be nearly identical to that
found in [1]. The shifts caused by the inclusion of the e+e− sector are smaller than can
be resolved in this plot (See Fig. 4.7 for the scale of these contributions). Likewise,
the positronium spectrum indicates multiplets with the expected multiplicities and
ordering.
4.4 Effect of the |e+e−〉 Sector
Proper inclusion of the front-form Fock states |e+e−〉 and |e+e−γ〉 should replicate
the physics in instant form due to the inclusion of instant-form diagrams with an
e+e− pair and a γ, such as vacuum polarization due to electrons in the single-photon
annihilation channel (called VP-e-A in Ref. [236]). The importance of including both
|e+e−〉 and |e+e−γ〉 states in the simulations is twofold.
First, the dominant decay channel for true muonium in 3S1 states is e
+e− produc-
tion, while the dominant decay channel for 1S0 (C = +1) states is γγ. Note that the
well-known leading-order result for the 3S1-
1S0 hyperfine splitting, ∆E =
7
12
mµα
4 for
true muonium, has been derived analytically in front form [116, 117], so that other
physical effects sensitive to small µ+µ− separation such as µ+µ− → γ → e+e− should
also be considered.
While including the |e+e−〉 state into calculations requires essentially nothing but
duplicating the |µ+µ−〉 states as |e+e−〉, properly including a |γγ〉 state would require
computing many new matrix elements, developing new counterterms to regularize
singular integrals, and properly renormalizing the photon mass terms that arise on
the light front. The start of this work is discussed in Chapter 5.
Second, Jentschura et al. [236] showed in instant form that VP-e-A is the second-
largest correction to the hyperfine splitting in true muonium. The only correction
that is larger in instant form arises from vertex corrections, which are partly incorpo-
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Figure 4.6: Spectrum of (top) true muonium and (bottom) positronium with Jz =
−3,−2, . . . ,+3. The spectra are calculated using α = 0.3, me = 12mµ, Λµ = 10αmµ/2,
Λe = [Λ
2
µ + 4(m
2
µ−m2e)]1/2 ' 15.3αmµ/2, N = 25. The mass-squared eigenvalues M2n
are expressed in units of m2µ.
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rated in front form through the inclusion of |µ+µ−γ〉 states, but can be fully treated
only through proper renormalization. Furthermore, Ref. [236] finds the energy shifts
arising from the |γγ〉 states to be several times smaller than those from either VP-e-A
or vertex corrections. The calculations of Ref. [236] rely upon the asymptotic behav-
ior of the vacuum polarization, which for true muonium is the limit of me/mµ  1.
In the cases considered here, me/mµ = O(1), one might expect significant corrections
to the asymptotic behavior. To find the effect of these corrections, one can compute
the exact correction due to VP-e-A without the asymptotic approximation. As first
shown in [237], the leading-order radiative correction to the QED particle-antiparticle
bound-state energy spectrum due to a virtual fermion loop coupling to the electro-
magnetic field with amplitude ϕ0 (which, in the nonrelativistic limit, is just the wave
function at the origin) is
∆EVP =
piα
m2i
(
1− 4α
pi
)
Π¯R(4m2i )|ϕ0|2〈S2〉+O(α6)
=
α4mi
4n3
(
1− 4α
pi
)
Π¯R(4m2i ) +O(α
6) , (4.4)
where mi is the mass of the bound fermion, Π¯
R(q2) is the renormalized polarization
function, and S2 is the total spin Casimir operator. In the second line, the expression
has been specialized to the n 3S1 state, for which |ϕ0|2 = m3iα3/8pin3 is the nonrel-
ativistic squared wave function at the origin, and 〈S2〉 = 2. The exact form of the
one-loop vacuum polarization function at O(α) is
Π¯R(q2) =
α
3pi
[
−5
3
− 4m
2
f
q2
+
(
1 +
2m2f
q2
)
f(q2)
]
, (4.5)
where mf is the mass of the loop fermions, and the form of f(q
2) depends upon
whether q2 is spacelike or timelike and its size compared to 4m2f . In the region
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4m2f < q
2, e.g., for true muonium with electron-loop corrections, one finds
f(q2) =
√
1− 4m
2
f
q2
ln
1 +
√
1− 4m
2
f
q2
1−
√
1− 4m
2
f
q2
− ipi
√
1− 4m
2
f
q2
, (4.6)
where the imaginary term signals the possibility for decay. Inserting Eqs. (4.5)–(4.6)
into Eq. (4.4), taking the me → 0 limit, and dropping the O(α6) terms, reproduces
Eq. (26) of [236], which is expressed here slightly differently to allow ease of compar-
ison to the front-form calculations:
∆EVP(n
3S1) =
mµα
5
4pin3
[
1
3
ln
(
4m2µ
m2e
)
− 5
9
− ipi
3
+O
(
m2e
4m2µ
, α
)]
. (4.7)
In typical cases considered here (me/mµ ∼ 0.1–0.8), this expansion predicts relative
corrections to the asymptotic form of order 10%, so the complete formulas [Eqs. (4.4)–
(4.6)] are retained for the numerical results.
In order to compare these results to those of instant-form perturbation theory
calculations, it is easier to compare shifts in M2:
∆M2 ≡M2µµ −M20
= (2mµ +B + ∆E)
2 − (2mµ +B)2 , (4.8)
where M2µµ is the squared mass of our model true muonium including the |e+e−〉
component, while M20 is the squared mass neglecting the electron Fock states, ∆E
is the total binding energy due to the presence of the |e+e−〉 states, and B is the
remaining binding energy terms of the atom. We examine how well taking ∆E =
∆EVP−e−A, where the latter refers to the original instant-form expression of Eq. (4.4),
matches the light-front results.
True muonium presents an extremely intriguing physical situation not typically
encountered in light-front studies, and particularly not in light-front positronium
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studies: In the invariant mass range 4m2e < M
2 < 4m2µ, the |µ+µ−〉 component is
bound but the |e+e−〉 component forms a continuum. The invariant mass MS of the
|e+e−〉 state satisfies the constraint
M2S =
m2e + k
2
⊥
x(1− x) , (4.9)
but is otherwise unconstrained. Representing such states in the DLCQ formulation
presents interesting numerical challenges, analogous to representing band structures
in solid-state systems by closely-spaced discrete energy levels. Even so, since the
two flavor sectors can only interact through the single-photon annihilation channel,
the only true muonium states in this model affected by the inclusion of |e+e−〉 are
those with |Jz| ≤ 1, as seen in Chapter 3. Denoting the bound-state mass-squared
eigenvalue before and after including the e+e− states as M20 and M
2
µµ, respectively,
Fig. 4.7 plots the magnitudes of the mass shifts ∆M2 ≡ M2µµ −M20 of Jz = 0 true
muonium states as a function of me in the n = 1, 2, 3 energy levels.
Although the results may seem noisy in me, one must first note that the shifts
∆M2 are so small that they at no point lead to a level crossing, and moreover,
a trend is clearly visible that suggests the shifts decrease quickly with increasing
principal quantum number n (approximately as 1/n3, see below). For the Jz = 0
case, n 3S 01 are the only states affected by the new sector in a numerically significant
way, in agreement with front-form predictions [1]. One finds in the |Jz| = 1 cases (not
plotted here) the P states are also affected, but at a much lower level, and that the
mass shifts for states differing only in Jz are not the same, reflecting that rotational
invariance in the light-front calculation at finite numerical accuracy is not entirely
restored.
The reason for the fluctuations in Fig. 4.7 is just as interesting as the results
themselves. As indicated above, the |e+e−〉 continuum states near the |µ+µ−〉 bound
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Figure 4.7: Eigenvalue shifts ∆M2 ≡ M2µµ − M20 (in units of m2µ) for the n ≤ 3,
Jz = 0 triplet states of true muonium as functions of me, for α = 0.3, Λµ = αmµ/2,
Λe = [Λ
2
µ + 4(m
2
µ −m2e)]1/2 ' 11.6αmµ/2, and values of N are adjusted as described
in the text. From top to bottom, the states are 1 3S01 , 2
3S01 , and 3
3S01 .
states, (which lie just below M2 = 4m2µ) are simulated numerically in DLCQ as
clusters of discrete energy levels rather than a true continuum. The location in M2
of these clusters is determined by µ, which to remind the reader has a non-trivial
relation to x and k⊥ given by:
m2i + k
2
⊥
x(1− x) = 4(µ
2 +m2i ) . (4.10)
The number of such clusters and the size of gaps between them determined are largely
by Nµ. The density of energy levels within each cluster is determined by Nθ, but we
also note that the spacing of the levels within each cluster is not entirely uniform,
being more dense at larger values of M2.
One might expect that simply increasing the values ofNµ andNθ in the simulations
must eventually suppress the numerical artifacts associated with the discretization.
However, for the moderate values (Nµ, Nθ < 50) studied in this work, several features
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make the analysis more complicated: First, the larger value of the cutoff Λe compared
to Λµ allows for a substantial phase space to be available to the |e+e−〉 continuum
states, only some of which overlap with the |µ+µ−〉 bound states, and this issue is
exacerbated as Λe increases; in other words, only some of the |e+e−〉 clusters overlap
with the |µ+µ−〉 states, and simply increasing Nµ does not directly alleviate this fact.
Related to this point is the nonlinear nature of the mapping used in the numerics,
f(µ) =
1
1 + µ
, (4.11)
which was designed to guarantee a sufficient sampling of points up to µ = Λe
2
, but
does not necessarily suitably sample the region near the |µ+µ−〉 bound states. It
is this highly non-trivial dependence of continuum clusters that has motivated the
implementation of multiple discretization schemes into TMSWIFT. This flexibility
results in different points being sampled for different methods, allowing tests of ob-
servables’ dependence on continuum clusters from a different direction than simply
increasing Nµ or Nθ.
The discrete sampling of these continuum states has a noticeable effect on the
shifts ∆M2. Quite generally, a given |µ+µ−〉 bound state prior to the inclusion of
electrons is found to undergo a shift in ∆M2 toward the energy levels of the |e+e−〉
states in the nearest clusters. Clearly, such an effect is a numerical artifact, since the
true |e+e−〉 spectrum is continuous, and the shift can be pronounced if the numerical
simulation is such as to produce no cluster of |e+e−〉 states near the original |µ+µ−〉
bound state. Only results from simulations in which the |µ+µ−〉 state lies within an
|e+e−〉 cluster are reported here (clearly this determination requires some subjective
determination of what data to include); guaranteeing that this scenario occurs requires
a delicate balancing of the parameters me, Λe, Nµ, and attention to the nature of the
mapping function f(µ). Even in the case that a |µ+µ−〉 state lies neatly within an
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|e+e−〉 cluster, one must note that not every |e+e−〉 state has the same quantum
numbers as the |µ+µ−〉 state and can mix with it. All of these effects must be taken
into account in understanding the nature of results like Fig. 4.7; nevertheless, the fact
remains that broad trends of definite physical significance can still be identified.
For example, the addition of the |e+e−〉 component should lead to a modification
of the Lamb shift (by which is meant the sum of all radiative corrections) proportional
to a power of the principal quantum number n. While the quantitative values of these
shifts show some sensitivity to the inputs, one might expect their ratios for different
states for any given set of simulation parameters me, Λe, and N to be less sensitive.
To study the Lamb shift modifications, the ratio of the mass shifts for different n for
3S1 states, rnn′ , for n
′ > n is defined via
rnn′ ≡ ∆M
2
n
∆M2n′
. (4.12)
Taking the average of rnn′ over all me values used for the computations, we determine
the leading-order dependence ∆M2n ∝ n−β from the relation
ln(rnn′) = −β ln
( n
n′
)
. (4.13)
The results are presented in Table 4.1. That β ≈ 3 for 3S1 states agrees with instant-
form perturbation theory calculations of Lamb shifts [238].
As discussed in above, one can compare the results of the simulations to the
predictions of nonrelativistic instant-form results through Eqs.(4.4)–(4.8). Consider,
for example, ∆M2 of 13S01 . Even though the individual simulations at particular
fixed choices of Nµ,θ for a given me do not rapidly converge to a single fixed value
at the moderate values of Nµ,θ used here, if one restricts to simulations in which
the |µ+µ−〉 state lies within a |e+e−〉 cluster for the given me, the eigenvalue shifts
then lie in constrained ranges and one may extract meaningful results by statistically
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2S+1LJzJ β
n, n′ 1, 2 1, 3 2, 3
3S01 2.97± 0.09 3.3± 0.3 3.3± 0.3
3S−11 3.2± 0.2 3.3± 0.2 3.6± 0.4
Table 4.1: The exponent β defined in Eq. (4.13) for different states over the range
0.1 ≤ me/mµ ≤ 0.9. Errors are estimated from the variation in me and N .
averaging over the results of these simulations, as exhibited in Fig. 4.8. These light-
front numerical results are seen in fact to agree fairly well with the instant-form
result, with a few important caveats: First, the uncertainties become much larger
for the smallest values of me (specifically seen in me = 0.2mµ in Fig. 4.8). Second,
the tiny uncertainties at me = 0.5mµ and 0.7mµ reflect the accidental tendency of
|e+e−〉 clusters to appear in the region of the 1 3S01 |µ+µ−〉 state. Moreover, from
the formal point of view, the instant-form and light-front calculations have three
significant differences.
First, the instant-form result here represents only the real part of the energy shift
due to vacuum polarization and ignores, for example, vertex corrections. In front
form, all of these effects are combined together when one includes explicit |e+e−〉 and
|e+e−γ〉 states. Second, vacuum polarization diagrams in instant form contribute to
the renormalization of the coupling constant, an effect not taken into account in this
simple model. Finally, a result like Eq. (4.7) uses only the simplest expression for
the nonrelativistic wave function; instant-form calculations that improve upon the
nonrelativistic wave function result appear in, e.g., Refs. [239, 240]. Nevertheless, the
level of agreement in Fig. 4.8 is gratifying.
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Figure 4.8: Eigenvalue shifts ∆M2 ≡ M2µµ − M20 (in units of m2µ) for 1 3S01 . The
dashed line IF is the instant-form prediction from Eq. (4.8), using the nonrelativistic
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Λµ = αmµ/2, Λ
2
e = [Λ
2
µ + 4(m
2
µ − m2e)]1/2 ' 11.6αmµ/2, and averaging over the
results using several suitable values of N , as described in the text.
4.5 Decay Constants
Beyond the invariant mass, the decay constants offer an interesting observable
that can be extracted from the wave functions. They also serve as an good test bed
for understanding how the properties of the wave function are affected by regulariza-
tion and renormalization. The decay constants in the vector V and pseudoscalar P
channels are defined by
〈0|ψ¯γµψ|V (p), λ〉 = µλmV fV
〈0|ψ¯γµγ5ψ|P (p)〉 = ipµfP (4.14)
where eµλ(p) is the spin vector for the boson and λ = 0,±1. In front-form field
theory, the decay constants can be computed directly from the + components of
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these currents, which following Ref. [241, 174] are given for QED bound states by
fV (P ) =
∫
dx√
x(1− x)
d2k⊥
(2pi)3
[
ψJJz=0(k⊥, x, ↑↓)∓ ψJJz=0(k⊥, x, ↓↑)
]
(4.15)
where the vector (pseudoscalar) decay constant is given by the difference (sum) of the
two terms in the equation. Taking the component wave function from TMSWIFT
calculations, it is possible to obtain fV for the singlet state and fP for the triplet
state as a function of α. Like the invariant masses, the decay constants are found to
be well-fit to Eq. (4.3), and therefore an infinite cutoff limit value for them can be
obtained. These results can be found in Table 4.2.
4.6 α Dependence
The decreased computational time awarded by TMSWIFT’s parallelization allows
for computing the α dependence of observables. Focusing on the ground state, the
fit-function in Eq. 4.3 was applied to the singlet- and triplet-state invariant mass and
decay constant for single-flavor true muonium, which are tabulated in Tab. 4.2 for a
range of α.
With these values, it is possible to study the approach to the perturbative regime
of α. The leading-order M2 is given by the Bohr spectrum:
M2 =
(
2m− mα
2
4
)2
. (4.16)
Since mµ = 1 in TMSWIFT, to test the agreement of this formula with the singlet
and triplet state separately, a fit can be performed to
M2(α) =
(
M0 +Nα
β
)2
. (4.17)
The results of this fit are found in Tab. 4.3.
Comparing the results to the anticipated Bohr spectrum values indicates that,
while α ≥ 0.1 may be too large to trust the leading-order calculation, for both states
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Table 4.2: Extrapolated results for the invariant mass squared M2 in units of m2µ
and the decay constants fV , fP in units of mµ for a range of α. The sixth column is
the computed hyperfine coefficient CHF from Eq. (4.18). The seventh column is the
instant-form prediction for CHF from Eq. (4.19).
α M2(11S0) fS(1
1S0) M2(13S1) fP (1
3S1) Chf,LF Chf,ET
0.3 3.8953(4) 8.54(10)× 10−3 3.91607(9) 3.11(8)× 10−3 0.65(2) 0.6735
0.2 3.9575(5) 3.825(5)× 10−3 3.961647(5) 2.131(4)× 10−3 0.65(8) 0.6204
0.1 3.9898788(2) 1.2669(3)× 10−3 3.9901451(5) 9.76(3)× 10−4 0.666(2) 0.5922
0.07 3.99507099(9) 7.379(2)× 10−4 3.9951383(4) 6.199(8)× 10−4 0.701(4) 0.5877
0.05 3.99749231(6) 4.456(2)× 10−4 3.9975107(2) 3.945(4)× 10−4 0.735(6) 0.5855
0.04 3.99839701(3) 3.1933(4)× 10−4 3.99840478(3) 2.905(4)× 10−4 0.759(4) 0.5847
0.03 3.99909908(2) 2.0777(8)× 10−4 3.99910158(2) 1.942(3)× 10−4 0.772(8) 0.5841
0.02 3.999599843(9) 1.1344(7)× 10−4 3.999600344(9) 1.0864(10)× 10−4 0.78(2) 0.5837
0.01 3.999900036(5) 4.0239(2)× 10−5 3.999900067(5) 3.945(3)× 10−5 0.78(15) 0.5834
the fit parameters are in decent agreement. Looking more closely at these results, it
can also be seen that the singlet state is approaching the perturbative values from
below, while the triplet is approaching them from above, indicating that a hyperfine
splitting is produced in these results. One can check the reproduction of the instant-
form predictions by considering the hyperfine coefficient, which is defined as
CHF =
EHFS
mµα4
=
√
M2(13S1)−
√
M2(11S0)
mµα4
(4.18)
If there were no Fock-space truncation, then the best comparison to instant form
would be the state-of-the-art O(α7) instant-form prediction for EHFS found in Ref. [3].
But because of the Fock-state truncation, there is a mismatch in the higher-order con-
tributions. The model considered here should correctly resum relativistic corrections
from the single-photon exchange and annihilation diagrams. Therefore in addition
to O(α7) calculation, the results found here are also compared to the value of CHFS
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Table 4.3: Fit parameters of Eq. (4.17) for the singlet and triplet states of true
muonium as a function of α for two ranges. The leading-order perturbative predictions
are M0 = 2, N = −14 , β = 2.
En α M0 N β
11S0 [0.01,0.3] 1.99990(5) -0.38(2) 2.22(3)
[0.01,0.1] 1.9999985(8) -0.263(2) 2.017(3)
13S1 [0.01,0.3] 2.0000004(2) -0.240(3) 1.989(3)
[0.01,0.1] 2.00000027(10) -0.242(2) 1.991(2)
given by the exact Dirac-Coulomb solutions[242]:
CHF =
1
mµα4
(
EF√
1− α2[2√1− α2 − 1]
)
. (4.19)
where EF = (7/12)mµα
4 is the Fermi Energy of true muonium, but the full an-
nihilation channel hasn’t been resummed. The comparison is found graphically in
Figure 4.9, and numerical results are found for the Dirac-Coulomb solutions in Ta-
ble. 4.2.
Clearly, the there is a large amount of disagreement between the two instant-form
predictions and the results on the light-front. Further, the agreement seems to worsen
with decreased α. Previously, many authors[160, 163, 1] have pointed out that the
correct value of the HFS is found for Λ ≈ mα, and the results from TMSWIFT
agree with this point of view. Unfortunately, the divergences spoil this agreement at
larger Λ, necessitating renormalization. How this occurs can be understood thusly:
although the regularization procedure developed in Chapter 3 allows for extrapolation
to Λ → ∞, the Λ dependences of the singlet and triplet states are different, as can
be seen in Fig. 4.1, leading to an asymptotic HFS that disagrees. Additionally, why
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there is an α dependence of CHFS might seem strange at first. But, as has been
alluded to before, this seems to be related to the changing large-k⊥ tail of the wave
function. Before discussing the wave functions though, the decay constants can check
the perturbative limit by comparing the results of the approach to the anticipated
form. For the decay constants, fi ∝ |ψ(0)|/M2i , indicating a α3/2 power law at leading
order. To check this prediction, a fit is performed to the function
fi(α) = Nα
β (4.20)
and the results are found in Tab. 4.4. Similar to the invariant masses, the decay
constants seem to reproduce the perturbative form, with values of α > 0.1 still
indicating a larger discrepancy.
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Table 4.4: Fit parameters of Eq. (4.20) for the vector decay constant of the singlet
state and the pseudoscalar decay constant of the triplet state for two ranges of α.
The leading-order perturbative prediction is β = 3/2.
fi α N β
fS [0.01,0.3] 0.0396(3) 1.496(2)
[0.01,0.1] 0.0395(2) 1.4959(9)
fP [0.01,0.3] 0.021(3) 1.35(3)
[0.01,0.1] 0.028(2) 1.42(2)
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Chapter 5
INCLUDING THE |γγ〉 STATE
For a more accurate model, two critical sets of Fock states are the most urgently
needed to be included: |γγ〉, which dominates the decay of singlet states of true muo-
nium (and in particular should have a pronounced effect on 1S0 wave functions), and
the states |`+`−`′+`′−〉 (where ` 6= `′ are allowed), which provide crucial contributions
to the vacuum polarization corrections and insure the gauge invariance of the |γγ〉
Fock state. In this chapter, a derivation of the effective interaction between the |γγ〉
state and the |`+`−〉 will be performed. This chapter starts with a development of the
notation needed to perform these calculations and understand the diagrams. Next,
the full set of diagrams in the |γγ〉 sector are combined to yield an integral equation.
Finally, the set of diagrams in the |`+`−`′+`′−〉 sector needed to regain gauge invari-
ance is derived. In the concluding section, the remaining work in this on-going effort
is discussed.
For the complete calculation, there are 19 time-ordered diagrams that need to be
computed. All of them correspond to Fig 5.1 with different time orderings with 0,1,
or 2 instantaneous particles.
l
k
k′
l′
p′
p o
o′
1
2
3
4
Figure 5.1: |γγ〉 intermediate state contribution to the interaction.
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In order to succinctly denote the diagrams that need to be computed, the following
convention is used throughout this chapter. Since all diagrams have the same vertices,
each vertex is assigned a number (e.g., 1,2,3,4), as in Fig 5.1. Since the diagrams must
have time-ordered vertices, each diagram is labeled by a four-digit number determined
by the order in which the vertices are time ordered. For example, Fig. 5.1 would be
defined as 1243. In addition, the notation is used that a pair of numbers in parenthesis
indicates an instantaneous interaction (e.g. Fig. 5.2 would be labeled 1(24)3).
−−
Figure 5.2: 1(24)3: A diagram with an instantaneous particle, in this case a photon
Additionally, the same labels are used for the momenta in all diagrams: p and p′
indicate incoming momenta, o and o′ indicate outgoing momenta, k and k′ indicate
the photon momentum, and l and l′ indicate internal fermion momenta. For diagrams
where the internal lines are anti-fermions, e.g. 2134, we will use the momenta n and
n′ although as will be shown below, these momenta are easily related to l and l′.
5.1 Computing the |γγ〉 Elements
To begin, the 11 uncrossed diagrams will be computed that contain either two
dynamical photons or singly-instantaneous particle diagrams that either involve two
dynamical photons or are needed to cancel terms arising from them. In the case of
the singly-instantaneous diagrams, there is a natural decomposition into the diagrams
including instantaneous photons and instantaneous fermions which we will treat in
separate subsections.
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5.1.1 Fully Dynamical Diagrams
As a warmup, the simplest set of diagrams consist of the fully dynamical diagrams,
in which none of the internal lines are instantaneous. These diagrams are 1243, 2143,
1234, 2134. Starting with 1243, the rules found in Appendix C from Ref. [2] are
applied, and this diagram can be expressed as
V1243 =
∫
k
∫
k′
∫
l
∫
l′
θ(k+)θ((k′)+)θ(l+)θ((l′)+)δ3(P − k − k′)δ3(P − k − l − p′)
× δ3(P − k − l′ − o′)
(
e√
2(2pi)3/2
)4
× u¯1/7u5√
k+p+l+
G`+`−γ
u¯5/8v2√
(k′)+(p′)+l+
Gγγ
(−v¯4)/∗8u6√
(k′)+(o′)+(l′)+
G′`+`−γ
u¯6/
∗
7u3√
k+o+(l′)+
(5.1)
In this expression, a number of nonstandard notation has been employed.First, inte-
gral measures are given by ∫
k
≡
∫
d2k⊥dk+. (5.2)
To express three-component momentum conservation, the abbreviation used is
δ3(P ) = δ(P+)δ(P⊥). (5.3)
Further, the non-perturbative propagators Gi have been introduced like those used
for the exchange and annihilation channels in the vein of Ref. [226], and that will be
defined by including the necessary terms such that the instantaneous diagrams are
canceled. Collecting all the prefactors, summing over the internal propagators, and
using the delta functions, we can simplify this expression to
V1243 =
∫
k
ΘkΘ−kΘpΘo
×
(
e√
2(2pi)3/2
)4 −G`+`−γGγγG′`+`−γ√
p+o+(o′)+(p′)+
u¯1γ
µ(/l +m)γσv2v¯4γ
ρ(/l
′
+m)γνu3
|k+||P+ − k+||p+ − k+||o+ − k+| dµνdσρ,
(5.4)
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Since time-ordered perturbation theory will always result in the use of step functions,
the compact theta functions are defined as
Θk = θ(k
+), (5.5)
Θ−k = θ((P − k)+), (5.6)
where P+ is the total + component at any time. For terms that involve the external
momenta,
Θ±i = θ(±(i− k)+), (5.7)
Θi−j = θ((i− k)+)θ(−(j − k)+), (5.8)
where k is always the kµ photon’s + component. The photon polarization sums are
given by
dµν(k) = −gµν + ηµkν + ηµkν
k+
, (5.9)
where ηµ has been defined in Appendix A and l, l′ are no longer independent variables,
but instead defined by
lµ = ηµ
L17 + L28
4
+
pµ − kµ − (p′)µ + (P − k)µ
2
, (5.10)
(l′)µ = ηµ
L′84 + L
′
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4
+
(P − k)µ − (o′)µ + oµ − kµ
2
, (5.11)
where l˜ is defined as the second term in these expressions and the Lij terms are
defined by
Lij = l
− − (i− − j−). (5.12)
As a final piece of notation for the future, a slightly different propagator is defined:
∆i =
(
e√
2(2pi)3/2
)4
Gi√
p+o+(o′)+(p′)+
, (5.13)
where i = γγ, 4`, 0 is an index indicating the sector, and 0 indicates neither of the
two sectors. G0 = 1 appears for diagram with instantaneous terms. The other three
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dynamical diagrams can be obtained by exchanging l ↔ n and l′ ↔ n′ because
the time-ordered diagrams with fermions and antifermions are different. To see how
these diagrams differ from 1243, we can consider 2134 (Fig. 5.3). Writing out the
n
n′
1
2
3
4
Figure 5.3: 2134, an alternative time ordering
diagram, it is found that to exchange the internal fermion propagators for anti-fermion
propagators ,uiu¯i → −viv¯i is required. With this substitution, the n, n′-dependent
delta functions are
∝ δ3(P − p− k′ − n)δ3(P − o− k′ − n′). (5.14)
From these constraints, the momentum relations nµ = [p′ − k′]µ and (n′)µ = [o′ − k′]µ
are found, where the notation such as [p− k]µ indicates that the momenta inside
the brackets must be treated together in the − component. Using the remaining
delta functions and the external particle conditions, it is found that nµ = −lµ, so
any exchange of a fermion for antifermion in the numerator results in (/l + m) →
(/n −m) = −(−/l −m), therefore the numerator remains unchanged. Further, since
the denominators are always absolute values of momenta, they remain unchanged as
well. Using the relations derived, a change the variables in the theta functions can
also be performed. Using all of these properties, diagram 2134 is given by
V 2134 =∫
k
ΘkΘ−kΘ−pΘ−o(−G`+`−γ∆γγG′`+`−γ)
u¯1γ
µ(/l +m)γσv2v¯4γ
ρ(/l
′
+m)γνu3
|k+||P+ − k+||p+ − k+||o+ − k+| dµνdσρ.
(5.15)
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Comparing Eqs. (5.4) and (5.15), it is seen that the effect of exchanging an internal
fermion for antifermion in time ordered front-form diagrams is an exchange of θ(l+)
for θ(−l+), as might be anticipated from the necessary agreement with instant form
calculations. With this property, the sum of the fully dynamical diagrams 1234,
1243, 2143, and 2134 removes the positivity restrictions on l+ and (l′)+, yielding a
final result for the dynamical diagrams
Vdyn =
∫
k
ΘkΘ−k(−G`+`−γ∆γγG′`+`−γ)
u¯1γ
µ(/l +m)γσv2v¯4γ
ρ(/l
′
+m)γνu3
|k+||P+ − k+||p+ − k+||o+ − k+| dµνdσρ,
(5.16)
where the reader is reminded that lµ and (l′)µ are not free variables, but defined by
Eqs. (5.10) and (5.11).
5.1.2 Singly-Instantaneous Fermion Diagrams
There are four singly-instantaneous fermion diagrams: (12)34, (12)43, 12(34), and
21(34). From the results of the previous section, it can be anticipated that summing
each pair should result in the removal of the positivity restriction on the dynamical
fermion, so only two example diagrams, (12)34 and 12(34), need be studied. For
diagram (12)34:
S(12)34 =
∫
k
∫
k′
∫
n′
θ(k+)θ((k′)+)θ((n′)+)δ3(P − k − k′)δ3(P − k′ − n′ − o)
1
2
∆γγG
′
`+`−γ
u¯1/7γ
+/7v2(−v¯4)/∗8v6(−v¯6)/∗7u3
|k+||(k′)+||(p− k)+||(n′)+| . (5.17)
Summing over the internal propagators, using the delta functions and the external
particle conditions, the diagram simplifies to
S(12)34 =
∫
k
ΘkΘ−kΘ−o
1
2
(−∆γγG′`+`−γ)
u¯1γ
µγ+γσv2v¯4γ
ρ(/l
′
+m)γνu3
|k+||(P − k)+||(p− k)+||(o− k)+|dµνdσρ.
(5.18)
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Adding in the second diagram, (12)43, the final result for the singly-early instanta-
neous fermion diagrams is
Searly =
∫
k
ΘkΘ−k
1
2
(−∆γγG′`+`−γ)
u¯1γ
µγ+γσv2v¯4γ
ρ(/l
′
+m)γνu3
|k+||(P − k)+||(p− k)+||(o− k)+|dµνdσρ. (5.19)
Using the exact same process as for the previous diagrams, the expression for the
singly-late instantaneous-fermion diagrams can be worked out:
Slate =
∫
k
ΘkΘ−k
1
2
(−G`+`−γ∆γγ) u¯1γ
µ(/l +m)γσv2v¯4γ
ργ+γνu3
|k+||(P − k)+||(p− k)+||(o− k)+|dµνdσρ. (5.20)
5.1.3 Singly-Instantaneous Photon Diagrams
For the case of the instantaneous-photon diagrams in the |γγ〉 sector, there are only
two diagrams: 2(13)4 and 1(24)3 (the latter seen in Fig. 5.2). Due to this similarity in
these two graphs with the previous worked out examples, the expressions are stated
without proof. For the first diagram,
S2(13)4 =
∫
k
ΘkΘpΘo∆0Ge+e−γG
′
e+e−γ
u¯1γ
µ(/l +m)γ+v2v¯4γ
+(/l
′
+m)γνu3
|k+||(P − k)+|2|(p− k)+||(o− k)+|dµν . (5.21)
For diagram 1(24)3, it should be noted that both internal fermions are exchanged for
anti-fermions, and the momentum k is not involved in the problem. To facilitate the
cancellations in defining Gi, the momentum k
µ = [P − k′]µ is defined as it would be
for a dynamical photon. A change of variables in the integral via d3(k′) = −d3k is
then performed, all the k′ terms shift, and the diagram is given by
S1(24)3 = −
∫
k
Θ−kΘ−pΘ−o∆0Ge+e−γG′e+e−γ
u¯1γ
+(/l +m)γσv2v¯4γ
ρ(/l
′
+m)γ+u3
|(P − k)+||(k)+|2|(p− k)+||(o− k)+|dσρ.
(5.22)
5.1.4 Doubly-Instantaneous Fermion Diagrams
Only one uncrossed doubly-instantaneous fermion diagram exists: (12)(34), and
it can trivially be seen to be
S(12)(34) =
∫
k
ΘkΘ−k
1
4
(−∆γγ) u¯1γ
µγ+γσv2v¯4γ
ργ+γνu3
|k+||(P − k)+||(p− k)+||(o− k)+|dµνdσρ. (5.23)
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5.1.5 Full Expression
Summing Eqs. (5.16), (5.19), (5.20), (5.21), (5.22), and (5.23), a full expression for
the |γγ〉 sector is obtained. With a few rearrangements, the cancellations of the γ+
components can be made more obvious. Noting that any term of the form γ+γ+ = 0,
the freedom exists to add terms with both an instantaneous fermion and photon since
these will always vanish. The full expression before solving for the Gi’s is then
Hγγ =
∫
k
(−∆γγG`+`−γG′`+`−γ)
u¯1γ
µ
(
/l +m+ γ
+
2G`+`−γ
)
γσv2v¯4γ
ρ
(
/l
′
+m+ γ
+
2G′
`+`−γ
)
γνu3
|k+||P+ − k+||p+ − k+||o+ − k+|
×
(
dµνdσρΘkΘ−k +
ηµνdσρ
Gγγ|k+|ΘkΘ−pΘ−o −
dµνησρ
Gγγ|(P − k)+|Θ−kΘpΘo
)
. (5.24)
5.2 Computing the |` ¯`` ¯`〉 Elements
In order to construct a fully gauge-invariant interaction, it is anticipated that the
non-vacuum polarization interactions in the |`+`−`+`−〉 sector must be included in
the calculations. Furthermore, whereas the |γγ〉 sector allowed for the internal lines
to both be fermion or anti-fermion, the |`+`−`+`−〉 sector restricts the internal lines
to be one fermion and one anti-fermion. Due to these restrictions, there are only 8
uncrossed diagrams: the fully dynamical (1324 and 2413), the singly-instantaneous
photon ((13)24, 24(13), (24)13, and 13(24)), and the doubly-instantaneous photons
((24)(13) and (13)(24)).
Similar to the way in which the four dynamical diagrams in the |γγ〉 sector com-
bine to remove the step function constrains internal momenta, the sum of the two
dynamical diagrams in the |`+`−`+`−〉 sector will be shown to remove some of the
constraints. To show how this diagram can be worked out, it is best to start by
investigating diagram 1324. Following the Feynman rules, this diagram is expressed
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by
V1324 =
∫
k
∫
k′
∫
l
∫
n′
θ(k+)θ((k′)+)θ(l+)θ((n′)+)
δ3(P − p′ − l − n′ − o)δ3(P − p′ − l − k)δ3(P − o− n′ − k′)
× (−G`+`−γ∆4`G′`+`−γ)
u¯1γ
µ(/l +m)γσv2v¯4γ
ρ(−/n′ +m)γνu3
|k+||(k′)+||l+||(n′)+| dµνdσρ. (5.25)
Using the last two delta functions delivers the momentum relations: lµ = [p−k]µ,
and (n′)µ = [(o′)− (k′)]µ as before. With these, the final two step functions become
θ((p− k)+)θ((o′ − k′)+). (5.26)
Then, from the external-particle conditions, the remaining delta function can be
rewritten as
δ3(P − p′ − l − n′ − o) = δ3(−P + k + k′). (5.27)
Using these expressions, performing the integration over k′ leads to the final expression
for 1324. Noting that, as in the |γγ〉 sector, the exchange of a fermion for an anti-
fermion only changes the step functions, the sum of the dynamical diagrams can be
written as
Vdyn =
∫
k
ΘkΘ−k (ΘpΘ−o + Θ−pΘo) (−G`+`−γ∆4`G′`+`−γ)
× u¯1γ
µ(/l +m)γσv2v¯4γ
ρ(/l
′ −m)γνu3
|k+||(P − k)+||(p− k)+||(o− k)+|dµνdσρ. (5.28)
5.2.1 Singly-Instantaneous Photon Diagrams
In this section, work is begun by explicitly working out diagram (13)24. For this
diagram, the k-momentum photon is instantaneous and it is created and annihilated
before the creation of the k′-photon. This diagram is expressed by
F(13)24 =
∫
k′
∫
l
∫
n′
θ(l+)θ((n′)+)θ((k′)+)δ3(P − l − n′ − p′ − o)δ3(P − n′ − k′ − o)
×∆4`G′`+`−γ
u¯1γ
+(/l +m)γσv2v¯4γ
ρ(−/n′ +m)γ+u3
|(l − p)+|2|l+||(n′)+||(k′)+| dσρ. (5.29)
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Integrating over the internal fermions, and applying the shifts (k′)µ = [P − k]µ and
(n′)µ = −(l′)µ as before,
F(13)24 =
∫
k
Θ−kΘpΘ−o(−∆4`G′`+`−γ)
u¯1γ
+(/l +m)γσv2v¯4γ
ρ(/l
′
+m)γ+u3
|k+|2|(p− k)+||(o− k)+||(P − k)+|dσρ. (5.30)
In analogy with the previous sections, to obtain the diagram 24(13), where the
instantaneous k photon occurs after the annihilation of the k′ photon, exchanging
G′`+`−γ → G`+`−γ and take flip the sign inside the Θp and Θ−o allows one to arrive at
the sum of the two diagrams of:
Finst−k =
∫
k
Θ−k
(
G′`+`−γΘpΘ−o +G`+`−γΘ−pΘo
)
(−∆4`)
× u¯1γ
+(/l +m)γσv2v¯4γ
ρ(/l
′
+m)γ+u3
|k+|2|(p− k)+||(o− k)+||(P − k)+|dσρ. (5.31)
For the other two singly-instantaneous photon diagrams, 13(24) and (24)13, analogous
results are obtained, without requiring the change of variables from k′ to k. Working
through these diagrams, the final result is:
Finst−k′ =
∫
k
Θk
(
G′`+`−γΘ−pΘo +G`+`−γΘpΘ−o
)
∆4`
× u¯1γ
µ(/l +m)γ+v2v¯4γ
+(/l
′
+m)γνu3
|(P − k)+|2|k+||(p− k)+||(o− k)+|dµν . (5.32)
5.2.2 Doubly-Instantaneous Photon Diagrams
There are two doubly-instantaneous photon diagrams, corresponding to the two
time orderings that the instantaneous photons can have. For the instantaneous-k
photon first, the diagram is (13)(24), whereas for the instantaneous-k′ photon first,
the diagram is (24)(13). Working with this diagram first,
F(24)(13) =
∫
n
∫
l′
θ(n+)θ((l′)+)δ3(P − l′ − n− p− o′)
× (−∆4`) u¯1γ
+(−/n+m)γ+v2v¯4γ+(/l ′ +m)γ+u3
|(l′)+||n+||(p′ − n)+|2|(o− l′)+|2 . (5.33)
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Integrating over n allows for a change of variables (l′)µ → [o − k]µ. Using this
substitution, the differential is d3(l′) = −d3k. As a final change, applying the external
on-shell particle condition to leads to
F(24)(13) =
∫
k
Θ−pΘo∆4`
u¯1γ
+(/l +m)γ+v2v¯4γ
+(/l
′
+m)γ+u3
|(P − k)+|2|k+|2|(p− k)+||(o− k)+| . (5.34)
The other diagram is trivially obtained by again exchanging internal fermions for anti-
fermions, so for the sum of the doubly-instantaneous photon diagrams is obtained:
F(24)(13) =
∫
k
(Θ−pΘo + ΘpΘ−o) ∆4`
u¯1γ
+(/l +m)γ+v2v¯4γ
+(/l
′
+m)γ+u3
|(P − k)+|2|k+|2|(p− k)+||(o− k)+| . (5.35)
5.2.3 Full Expression
Putting together Eqs. (5.28), (5.31), (5.32),and (5.35), the full |4`〉 sector expres-
sion is
H4` =
∫
k
(−∆4`G`+`−γG′`+`−γ) u¯1γµ(/l +m)γσv2v¯4γρ(/l ′ −m)γνu3|k+||(P − k)+||(p− k)+||(o− k)+|
×
([
dµνdσρΘkΘ−k +
ηµνdσρ
G`+`−γ|k+| −
dµνησρ
G′`+`−γ|(P − k)+|
− ηµνησρ
G`+`−γG
′
`+`−γ|(P − k)+||k+|
]
ΘpΘ−o
+
[
dµνdσρΘkΘ−k +
ηµνdσρ
G′`+`−γ|k+|
− dµνησρ
G`+`−γ|(P − k)+|
− ηµνησρ
G`+`−γG
′
`+`−γ|(P − k)+||k+|
]
Θ−pΘo
)
. (5.36)
5.3 Discussion
Eqs. (5.24) and (5.36) represent the final results of this chapter. On-going work
is being performed to find a set for Gi’s similar to those found in Chapter 3 for the
single-photon exchange and annihilation channels. The intricate interplay between
the two equations, and ensuring the necessary complicated cancellations is certainly
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more non-trivial than in the other sectors. With a definition of Gγγ and G4`, it
would be possible to derive effective helicity elements, and TMSWIFT would allow for
implementing these elements easily. The numerical effort needed for these diagrams
remains unclear for two reasons: first, unlike the other Fock-states, the |γγ〉 has
an infrared divergence that must be treated, and a suggested implementation like
a photon mass would require a increased number of calculations to ensure that the
limit of mγ = 0 is correctly reached. Additionally, these interactions also require an
integral over the internal momenta, which may be possible only numerically. This
would increase the needed time to perform a calculation.
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Chapter 6
CONCLUDING AND LOOKING FORWARD
In this thesis, non-perturbative light-front bound-state calculations have been devel-
oped to tackle the problem of relativistic true muonium. To do this, the positronium
model developed by Trittmann[1, 94, 95] has been extended to include multiple fla-
vors that mix through the annihilation channel. With this multiple flavor model, it
has been possible to explore the effect of both lighter (e) and heavier (τ) particles
on the spectrum of the non-pertubative true muonium. In addition to the spectrum,
this thesis has produced decay constants for a non-perturbative QED system for the
first time. An additional limitation that has been overcome in this work is numerical.
Through the development of the parallel code TMSWIFT, it is possible to calculate
the bound states of much larger Fock spaces than previously possible.
For this thesis, a fully regularized effective integral equation has been derived for
the first time. The better large-k⊥ behavior of this model has made it possible for the
first time to extrapolate to the N,Λ→∞ limit. From these results, it has been seen
in Chapter 4 that renormalization will play a larger role than previously anticipated
in the bound-state problem, given that the scale Λ ≈ mα seems to reproduce the
perturbative instant-form calculations best.
The inclusion of lighter flavors has presented a particularly difficult challenge,
due to the need to numerical sample a large range of continuum states in order to
accurately determine their effect on the true muonium state. At present, initial results
produced here have indicated that it is possible to acheive reasonabe agreement with
the instant-form predicition, albeit with large numerical effort. On the other hand,
inclusion of heavier flavors seems much simpler, but the agreement with theory is
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poorer.
Beyond merely calculating for a single value of α, in this thesis a systematic
investigation of varying α has been undertaken. The regularized spectrum and decay
constants, while not agreeing with the instant-form values, does exhibit the correct
α-dependence. Further, following the work of Krautga¨rtner, the large-k⊥ scaling as
a function of α has been studied to understand both the effect of regularization and
to pin-point the origin of the log Λ divergences that appear in the energy levels.
In order to proceed further, part of this thesis has been devoted to the derivation
of the effective interaction by including the |γγ〉. To properly include this interaction
and preserve gauge invariance, it has been seen that the |`+`−`+`−〉 should partially be
included. The necessary integrals for each sector have been derived, but the derivation
of the correct non-perturbative propagators to fully cancel the instantenous diagrams
remains for future work. With these, it should be possible to study both QED and
QCD at a new level of precision.
As emphasized by the regularized results obtained in this thesis, renormalization
is a critical issue that remains to be solved. With TMSWIFT, the computational
limitations have been dramatically decreased. This presents the opportunity to in-
vestigate a number of different renormalization techniques that have been discussed
in the literature[221, 222, 201, 202, 203, 205, 208].
Despite the issue of renormalization, it has been shown here that consistent results
for relativistic wave functions are have been produced. These can be directly applied
now to the question of true muonium production cross sections at the upcoming fixed-
target experiments. Further, the methods and code developed in this thesis can be
pushed further, and applied to QCD, or perhaps more excitingly, to the spectrum for
beyond standard model theories.
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In conclusion, this thesis has presented an important step forward in the devel-
opment of non-perturbative quantum field theory methods. The work undertaken
here has improved the understanding of light-front techniques as well as developed
software tools necessary to make predictions of the true muonium bound state, and
other QED states.
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In this appendix is compiled the notation used in this work. Throughout, the
convention used will be that of Lepage and Brodsky (LB)[243]
Coordinates
The light-front coordinates are defined by the relation
x± ≡ (x0 ± x3), (A.1)
where x+ is referred to as light-front time, and x− is light-front position. The light-
front metric used is
gµν =
0 2 0 02 0 0 00 0 −1 0
0 0 0 −1
 and gµν =
0
1
2
0 0
1
2
0 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 −1
 , (A.2)
where here and throughout this thesis are used the running of the Greek indices
(+,−, 1, 2). Latin indices (i = 1, 2) are used to indicate the transverse directions. For
the momentum coordinates in the same scheme pµ = (p+, p−,p⊥), where p− is the
so-called light-front energy of the particle. The scalar product is defined to be
x · y = xµyµ = x+y+ + x−y− + x1y1 + x2y2 = 1
2
(x+y− + x−y+)− x⊥y⊥. (A.3)
In order to remove the overall momentum, the relative momentum coordinates are
defined via
xi ≡ p
+
i
P+
and k⊥ = xiP⊥ − p⊥,i, (A.4)
which are called, respectively, the longitudinal momentum fraction and the transverse
momentum fraction. Assuming that P⊥ = 0, which is done throughout this work, the
following relations are satisfied:∑
i
xi = 1 and
∑
i
ki = 0. (A.5)
Dirac Matrices
The 4×4 Dirac matrices γµ are defined, independent of metric, by the relation
γµγν + γνγµ = 2gµν . (A.6)
For the traditional instant-form matrices, γ0 is a Hermitean matrix, while γk are
anti-Hermitean. The standard combinations of β = γ0 and αk = γ0γk, in addition to
σµν =
1
2
i[γµ, γν ], and γ5 = γ5 = iγ
0γ1γ2γ3, (A.7)
find some uses even in front-form quantization. These matrices are expressed in terms
of the 2×2 Pauli matrices :
I =
(
1 0
0 1
)
, σ1 =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, σ2 =
(
0 −i
i 0
)
, and σ3 =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
. (A.8)
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With Pauli matrices, we can represent the Dirac matrices in the Dirac representation
γ0 =
(
I 0
0 −I
)
, γi =
(
0 σi
−σi 0
)
, γ5 =
(
0 I
I 0
)
. (A.9)
These can be used to build up projection operators which are Hermitean matrices
Λ± ≡ 1
2
γ0γ± =
1
2
γ0(γ0 ± γ3), (A.10)
that have the properties
Λ+ + Λ− = I, Λ+Λ− = 0, Λ2± = Λ±, (A.11)
and can be explicitly written as
Λ± =
1
2
 1 0 ±1 00 1 0 ∓1±1 0 1 0
0 ∓1 0 1
 . (A.12)
On the light front, we introduce the new Dirac matrices
γ± = γ0 ± γ3, (A.13)
which have the properties
γ+γ+ = γ−γ− = 0, (A.14)
and alternating sets of these matrices simplify via
γ+γ−γ+ = 4γ+ and γ−γ+γ− = 4γ−. (A.15)
Spinors, Polarization Vectors, and Projection Operators
The Dirac spinors uα(p, λ) and vα(p, λ) are solutions to the Dirac equation
(/p−m)u(p, λ) = 0, (/p+m)v(p, λ) = 0, (A.16)
which are orthonormal and complete:
u¯(p, λ)u(p, λ′) = −v¯(p, λ′)v(p, λ) = 2mδλ,λ′ , (A.17)∑
λ
u(p, λ)u¯(p, λ) = /p+m,
∑
λ
v(p, λ)v¯(p, λ) = /p−m. (A.18)
The fermion fields can be separated into two different helicity eigenstates by
ψ± = Λ±ψ, (A.19)
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where the projection operators are defined above. The projected spinors in this work
are defined as u+(λ) ≡ χ(λ), while v+(λ) ≡ χ(−λ). The spinors are
χ(↑) = 1√
2
101
0
 and χ(↓) = 1√
2
 010
−1
 . (A.20)
These spinors then obey the relations
χ†(λ)χ(λ) = δλ,λ′ (A.21)∑
λ
χα(λ)χβ(λ
′) = Λ+αβ. (A.22)
which form an orthonormal, complete set. Using these, the free-fermion field is given
by
u(k, λ) =
1√
k+
(k+ + βmf +α⊥ · k⊥)χ(λ) (A.23)
v(k, λ) =
1√
k+
(k+ + βmf +α⊥ · k⊥)χ(−λ) (A.24)
(A.25)
The photon polarization vectors µ(p, λ) can be labelled by their spin projection,
λ = ±1. They have the properties of
µ(p, λ)∗µ(p, λ
′) = −δλλ′ and pµµ(p, λ) = 0. (A.26)
The polarization sum dµν(p) is
dµν(p) =
∑
λ
µ(p, λ)
∗
ν(p, λ) = −gµν +
ηµpν + ηνpµ
pκηκ
(A.27)
where the null vector ηµηµ = 0 and is given by (0, 2,0⊥). The spin-projected polar-
ization vectors are given by
(↑) = −1√
2
(
1
i
)
and (↓) = 1√
2
(
1
−i
)
, (A.28)
which are also complete and orthonormal:
∗(λ)(λ′) = δλ,λ′ , (A.29)∑
λ
i(λ)
∗
j(λ
′) = δij. (A.30)
Using these, the full polarization four-vector is given by
µ(λ) =
 02⊥·k⊥
k+
⊥(λ).
 (A.31)
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Commutation Relations
Defining the commutation relations in light-front quantization has to be done
more carefully than in instant-form. According to [244, 245], they can be derived for
constrained dynamics from the Dirac-Bergmann algorithm:
{ψ+α(x), ψ†+β(y)}x+=x+0 =
1
2
Λ+αβδ(x
− − y−)δ2(x⊥ − y⊥), (A.32)
[Ai(x), ∂+Aj+β(y)]x+=x+0 =
i
2
δijδ(x− − y−)δ2(x⊥ − y⊥), (A.33)
where ψ(x) is a fermionic field, and Aµ(x) is a bosonic field. The expansion of the
fields into Fourier modes give for the operator-valued coefficients relations:
{bλ,n, b†λ′,m} = {dλ,n, d†λ′,m} = δλ,λ′δn+,m+δ2n⊥,m⊥ , (A.34)
[aλ,n, a
†
λ′,m] = δλ,λ′δn+,m+δ
2
n⊥,m⊥ , (A.35)
and any other commutators and anti-commutators vanish.
|γγ〉 Interaction
In an effort to make the expressions needed to derive the full-sector integrals for
the |γγ〉 effective interaction, a number of non-standard notational simplfications are
made, which are cataloged in this section. First, integral measures are given by∫
k
≡
∫
d2k⊥dk+. (A.36)
To express three-component momentum conservation, the abbreviation used is
δ3(P ) = δ(P+)δ(P⊥). (A.37)
Since time-ordered perturbation theory always results in the use of step functions,
the compact theta functions are defined as
Θk = θ(k
+), (A.38)
Θ−k = θ((P − k)+), (A.39)
where P+ is the total + component at any time. For terms that involve the external
momenta,
Θ±i = θ(±(i− k)+), (A.40)
Θi−j = θ((i− k)+)θ(−(j − k)+), (A.41)
where k is always the kµ photon’s + component. For the ηµην products is introduced
the tensor ηµν , which is zero except for the η++ = 1 component. A set of compact
notation for the non-perturbative propagators together with some constant factors is
defined as
∆i =
(
e√
2(2pi)3/2
)4
Gi√
p+o+(o′)+(p′)+
, (A.42)
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where i = γγ, 4`, 0 is an index indicating its sector, and 0 indicates neither of the
two sectors. G0 = 1 terms appears because the particular diagram has instantaneous
terms.
For the case where pairs of momentum cannot be separated in the − component,
the bracket notation is utilized
[p− k]µ = (p+ − k+, m
2
q + (p⊥ − k⊥)2
p+ − k+ ,p⊥ − k⊥). (A.43)
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In this appendix, the Hamiltonian operator for QED3+1 in the front form will be
derived. The start for this is the Lagrangian density given by
LQED = −1
4
FµνF
µν + ψ¯
(
i /D −m`
)
ψ. (B.1)
In this density, the covariant derivative is define by
Dµ ≡ ∂µ + ieAµ. (B.2)
The slash notation /p = γµpµ has been utilized, and the Abelian U(1) field strength
tensor is defined by
F µν ≡ ∂µAν − ∂νAµ. (B.3)
From the Lagrangian density, it is possible to derive the classical equations of motion.
For the gauge field, these equation of motion are the Maxwell equations:
∂µF
µν = eψ¯γνψ, (B.4)
and for the leptons the equations of motion are given by the Dirac equation:
(i /D −m`)ψ = 0. (B.5)
Before proceeding to quantize, the variables used are changed to light-front coor-
dinates described in appendix A. The scalar products that are in the Lagrangian
density, as well as the eventual terms in the Hamiltonian operator, will be repre-
sented using γ± and γi. Also, it is useful to use the helicity-projected fields ψ±. As
explained in Chapter 2, a Hamiltonian formalism requires gauge fixing, and through-
out this thesis the light-cone gauge is used:
A+ = A0 + A3 = 0. (B.6)
With these specifications, the derivation of the the light-cone energy P− can be per-
formed, and in this appendix the traditional derivation of Tang will be followed[246].
For this, first, the expression for the canonical momenta of generic fields φ is defined
as
piφ =
∂L
∂(∂+φ)
. (B.7)
For each of the fields, the canonical momenta are easily found from the Lagrangian
density. For the fermions, they are
piψ+ = iψ
†
+, piψ†+
= −iψ+, piψ− = 0, piψ†− = 0. (B.8)
In the case of the gauge fields, the momenta are
piAi = −∂+Ai, piA+ = 0. (B.9)
From the expressions, it can be seen that there are fields without canonical momenta.
This indicates that the dynamics of the system are constrained and that these fields
need to be removed from the theory. This is done by solving the classical equations
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of motion for each of these piφ = 0 fields and then replacing them throughout the
Hamiltonian by the derived expressions. The equations of motion can be obtained in
the usual way from the Euler-Lagrange equation,
∂µ
∂L
∂(∂µφ)
=
∂L
∂φ
. (B.10)
Applying these for the fields of concern:
i∂+ψ− =
(
−i←−∂ iαi + gAiαi + βm`
)
ψ+,
i∂+ψ†− = ψ
†
+
(
i
←−
∂ iαi + gAiα
i + βm`
)
,
(i∂+)2A− = 2∂+∂iAi + 4gψ
†
+ψ+, (B.11)
where the symbol
←−
∂ i indicates a derivative acting to the left. Formally, these equa-
tions can now be inverted by defining a term φ = ( 1
∂+
)f which is the solution of
∂+φ = f (where f is a function). Doing this, expressions for each of the fields can be
obtained
ψ− =
1
i∂+
(
−i←−∂ iαi + gAiαi + βm`
)
ψ+,
ψ†− =
1
i∂+
ψ†+
(
i
←−
∂ iαi + gAiα
i + βm`
)
,
A− =
2
(i∂+)2
∂+∂iA
i +
4g
(i∂+)2
ψ†+ψ+. (B.12)
While formally these expression are true, the reader should be troubled by the seem-
ingly ill-defined operator 1
∂+
. Once boundary conditions have been imposed, these
terms can be show to be simply Green’s functions (albeit non-unique ones). With
these solutions, the only independent degrees of freedom that exist are ψ+ and the
physical, transverse photons A⊥. Expressing P− = 2
∑
φ piφ∂+φ − 2L in terms of
these independent fields and the light-front variables gives
P− = P−0 + gP−1 + g2P−2 , (B.13)
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where each of the terms is given by
P−0 =∂iAj∂iAj − ∂iAj∂jAi +
{
i∂+i∂iA
i 1
(i∂+)2
i∂+i∂jA
j
}
sym
+ 2
{
ψ†+[−i∂iαi + βm`]
1
i∂+
[−i∂jαj + βm`]ψ+
}
sym
,
P−1 =− 2
{
ψ†+A
iαi
1
i∂+
[−i∂iαi + βm`]ψ+
}
− 2
{
ψ†+
[
i
←−
∂iα
i + βme
] 1
i∂+
Aiαjψ+
}
− 4
{
ψ†+ψ+
1
(i∂+)2
i∂+i∂iA
i
}
sym
,
P−2 =2
{
ψ†+A
iαi
1
i∂+
Ajαjψ+
}
sym
+ 4
{
ψ†+ψ+
1
(i∂+)2
ψ†+ψ+
}
sym
. (B.14)
The so-called symmetric brackets are defined by{
A
1
i∂+
B
}
sym
≡ 1
2
[
A
1
i∂+
B −
(
1
i∂+
A
)
B
]
,{
A
1
(i∂+)2
B
}
sym
≡ A 1
(i∂+)2
B +
(
1
i∂+
A
)(
1
i∂+
B
)
+
(
1
(i∂+)2
A
)
B. (B.15)
With the system fully specified now, it can be quantized by imposing the canoni-
cal commutation relations found in Appendix A, which can be consistently derived
from Dirac’s method for constrained Hamiltonians. A bilinear term that couples to
the gauge fields forces them to have periodic boundary conditions in order to prop-
erly define the 1/∂+ operation. In contrast, the fermionic fields have no particular
constraint on them, but are generally taken to be anti-periodic since this forces the
zero-modes in the longitudinal fermionic field to be zero. The fields themselves can
be given by an expansion in Fourier modes:
ψ+(x) =
1√
2(2pi)3
∑
λ
∫ ∞
0
dk+√
k+
∫ ∞
−∞
d2k⊥
[
b(k, λ)u+(λ)e
−ik·x + d†(k, λ)u+(λ)eik·x
]
,
(B.16)
Ai(x) =
1√
2(2pi)3
∑
λ
∫ ∞
0
dk+√
k+
∫ ∞
−∞
d2k⊥
[
a(k, λ)i(λ)e−ik·x + a†(k, λ)∗i(λ)eik·x
]
.
(B.17)
where the spinors u+(λ) and the polarization vectors 
i(λ) were defined in Ap-
pendix A. From this, and the field commutation relations, it is possible to derive
the operator commutation relations also found in Appendix A. With these relations
and P−, it is straight forward to derive the operators found in Appendix C.
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APPENDIX C
MATRIX ELEMENTS OF LIGHT-CONE GAUGE QED
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As discussed in Chapter 2, the Hamiltonian can be described by the sum of a
kinetic operator T and various types of interactions: seagulls S [and their normal-
ordered contractions C], which do not change particle number, vertices V , which
change particle number by one, and forks F , which change particle number by two:
HLC = T + V + S + C + F . (C.1)
The kinetic operator T is given by the sum of over each of the particles in the state:
T =
∑
i
m2`,i + k
2
⊥,i
xi
(b†ibi + d
†
idi) +
∑
j
k⊥,j
xj
a†jaj. (C.2)
In this thesis, the creation operators are defined to create plane waves for the fermions
and photons. These particles are determined by their quantum numbers, x,k⊥, and
λ. The matrix elements in this thesis follow the standard convention. Solid lines with
arrows indicate fermions and anti-fermions, depending on the direction of their arrow
with respect to time. Wavy lines indicate a photon.
Although the total Hamiltionian involves fork operators, in the limited Fock space
considered in the `+`− model, there is no need to include them. Therefore they are
absent from the tables in this appendix. For their expressions, consult Ref. [2].
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Feynman Diagram Matrix Element Helicity
1
3
2 V`−→`−γ =bg
m`√
x3
(
1
x2
− 1
x1
)
+ bg
√
2
x3
⊥(λ3)
(
k⊥,3
x3
− k⊥,2
x2
)
+ bg
√
2
x3
⊥(λ3)
(
k⊥,3
x3
− k⊥,1
x1
)
× δλ1λ2δλ1λ3
× δλ1λ2δλ1−λ3
× δλ1−λ2δλ1λ3
1
3
2 Vγ→`+`− =bg
m`√
x1
(
1
x2
+
1
x3
)
− bg
√
2
x1
⊥(λ1)
(
k⊥,1
x1
− k⊥,3
x3
)
− bg
√
2
x1
⊥(λ1)
(
k⊥,1
x1
− k⊥,2
x2
)
× δλ1λ2δλ1λ3
× δλ1λ2δλ1−λ3
× δλ1−λ2δλ1λ3
V =
∑
all QN
(
b†1b2a3 − d†1d2a3
)
V`−→`−γ(1; 2, 3)
+
∑
all QN
(
a†3b
†
2b1 − a†3d†2d1
)
V ∗`−→`−γ(1; 2, 3)
+
∑
all QN
[
a†1b2d3V
∗
g→`+`−(1; 2, 3) + d
†
3b
†
2a1Vγ→`+`−(1; 2, 3)
]
Table C.1: Matrix elements for the vertex interactions. It should be noted that the
V`−→`−γ element given here corrects an error in [1].
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Feynman Diagram Matrix Element Helicity
x2
x1
x4
x3
−− S(s)`+`−→`+`− = g˜2
2
(x1 − x3)2 ×δ
λ1
λ3
δλ2λ4
x2
x1
x4
x3
−− S(a)`+`−→`+`− = g˜2
−2
(x1 + x2)2
×δλ1−λ2δλ3−λ4
x2
x1
x4
x3
−− S(a)`−γ→`−γ = g˜2
1
x1 + x2
1√
x2x4
×δλ1−λ2δλ1λ3δλ1−λ4
x2
x1
x4
x3
−− S(s)`−γ→`−γ = g˜2
1
x1 − x4
1√
x2x4
×δλ1λ2δλ1λ3δλ1λ4
S =
∑
all QN
b†1d
†
2b3d4
[
S
(s)
`+`−→`+`−(1, 2; 3, 4) + S
(a)
`+`−→`+`−(1, 2; 3, 4)
]
+
∑
all QN
(
b†1a
†
2b3a4 + d
†
1a
†
2d3a4
) [
S
(s)
`−γ→`−γ(1, 2; 3, 4) + S
(a)
`−γ→`−γ(1, 2; 3, 4)
]
Table C.2: Matrix elements of the seagull interactions used in the true muonium
model. The exhaustive table of seagull diagrams can by found in [2]. It should be
noted that the S
(a)
`+`−→`+`− element given here corrects for an error in [1].
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Feynman Diagram Matrix Element
x
x1
x1
−− C(γ)`− (1) = g˜2
∞∑
x′,k′⊥
(
1
(x1 − x′)2 −
1
(x1 + x′)2
)
x
x1
x1
−− C(`
−)
`− (1) = g˜
2
∞∑
x′,k′⊥
(
1
x′(x1 + x′)
+
1
x′(x1 − x′)
)
x
x1
x1
−− C(`−)γ (1) = −g˜2
∞∑
x′,k′⊥
(
1
x1(x′ + x1)
+
1
x1(x′ − x1)
)
C =
∑
all QN
[(
b†1b1 − d†1d1
)(
C
(γ)
`− (1) + C
(`−)
`− (1)
)
+ a†1a1C
(`−)
γ (1)
]
Table C.3: Matrix elements for the contractions.
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APPENDIX D
EFFECTIVE MATRIX ELEMENTS FOR `` MODEL
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In this appendix are derived effective matrix elements Fn(x,k⊥, x′,k′⊥;λ1, λ2).
Although there are sixteen of these functions in the exchange channel and another
sixteen in the annihilation channel, they can be expressed by four helicity-independent
functions, Fi(x,k⊥;x′,k′⊥), in each channel. After deriving these functions, we will
tabulate them into helicity tables for use in computing the spectrum.
Calculation of Elements
In order to extract the helicity interaction elements, one starts with the interac-
tion operators given in Appendix C. Combining all the elements for the dynamical-
exchange interaction with both time orderings, and the splitting them based on their
γµ-structure, Table D.1 is derived.
M
1√
k+k′+
u¯(k, λ)Mu(k′, λ′)
γ+ 2δ
λ
λ′
γ− 2
k+k′+
[(
m2 + k⊥k′⊥e
iλ′(ϕ−ϕ′)
)
δλλ′ +mλ
′
(
k⊥e+iλ
′ϕ − k′⊥e+iλ
′ϕ′
)
δλ−λ′
]
γ1
(
k⊥
k+
e−iλ
′ϕ +
k′⊥
k+′
e+iλ
′ϕ′
)
δλλ′ −mλ′
(
1
k+
− 1
k+′
)
δλ−λ′
γ2 −iλ′
(
k⊥
k+
e−iλ
′ϕ − k
′
⊥
k+′
e+iλ
′ϕ′
)
δλλ′ − im
(
1
k+
− 1
k+′
)
δλ−λ′
Table D.1: Matrix elements of the Dirac spinors.
The definition of a general matrix element of the Hamiltonian for the exchange
diagram is is
Fn(x,k⊥, x′,k′⊥;λ1, λ2) =
〈x,~k⊥;λ1, λ2|j(le)µj(le¯)|x′, ~k′⊥; s′1, s′2〉√
xx′(1− x)(1− x′) = 〈MeMe¯〉, (D.1)
which, from the definition of the γµ elements, is
〈MeMe¯〉 = 1
2
(
1
2
〈γ+e γ−e¯ 〉+
1
2
〈γ−e γ+e¯ 〉 − 〈γ1eγ1e¯ 〉 − 〈γ2eγ2e¯ 〉
)
. (D.2)
Notation
For a function, Fi(x,k⊥;x′,k′⊥), the following operations are defined: an asterisk
denotes a permutation of the particle and the antiparticle
F ∗3 (x,k⊥;x
′,k′⊥) = F3(1− x,−k⊥; 1− x′,−k′⊥), (D.3)
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and a tilde represents the exchange operation of Jz → −Jz
F˜i(n) = Fi(−n) (D.4)
From the ϕ-dependent elements, we integrate to obtain the Jz-index elements.
General helicity table for the exchange channel
final : initial (λ′1, λ
′
2) =↑↑ (λ′1, λ′2) =↑↓ (λ′1, λ′2) =↓↑ (λ′1, λ′2) =↓↓
(λ1, λ2) =↑↑ E1(~k,~k′) E∗3(~k,~k′) E3(~k,~k′) 0
(λ1, λ2) =↑↓ E˜∗3(~k′, ~k) E2(~k,~k′) E4(~k,~k′) -E3(~k′, ~k)
(λ1, λ2) =↓↑ E˜3(~k′, ~k) E4(~k,~k′) E˜2(~k,~k′) −E∗3(~k′, ~k)
(λ1, λ2) =↓↓ 0 -E˜3(~k,~k′) −E˜∗3(~k,~k′) E˜1(~k,~k′)
Table D.2: General helicity table of the effective interaction in the exchange channel.
The functions Ei(~k,~k
′) := Ei(x,k⊥;x′,k′⊥) read
E1(x,~k;x
′, ~k′) =
α
2pi2
G`+`−γ
[
m2`
(
1
xx′
+
1
(1− x)(1− x′)
)
+
k⊥k′⊥
xx′(1− x)(1− x′)e
−i(ϕ−ϕ′)
]
, (D.5)
E2(x,~k;x
′, ~k′) =
α
2pi2
G`+`−γ
(
m2` + k⊥k
′
⊥e
−i(ϕ+ϕ′)
)(e2iϕ′
xx′
+
e2iϕ
(1− x)(1− x′)
)
(D.6)
+
α
2pi2
G`+`−γ
(
k2⊥
x(1− x) +
k
′2
⊥
x′(1− x′)
)
, (D.7)
E3(x,~k;x
′, ~k′) =− α
2pi2
G`+`−γ
m`
xx′
(
k′⊥e
−iϕ′ − k⊥1− x
′
1− x e
−iϕ
)
, (D.8)
E4(x,~k;x
′, ~k′) =− α
2pi2
G`+`−γm
2
`
(x′ − x)2
xx′(1− x′)(1− x) . (D.9)
where the non-perturbative propagator G`+`−γ is given explicitly by
G−1`+`−γ ≡− (x− x′)2
m2`
2
(
1
xx′
+
1
(1− x)(1− x′)
)
+ 2k⊥k′⊥ cos(ϕ− ϕ′) (D.10)
−
(
k2⊥ + k
′2
⊥
)
+ (x− x′)
[
k
′2
⊥
2
(
1
1− x′ −
1
x′
)
− k
2
⊥
2
(
1
1− x −
1
x
)]
.
(D.11)
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The helicity table for the exchange channel for Jz
From the table in the previous section, we can obtain the exchange elements for
Jz = n. Following the description in Chapter 3, one obtains the helicity table in
Table D.3.
final : initial (λ′1, λ
′
2) =↑↑ (λ′1, λ′2) =↑↓ (λ′1, λ′2) =↓↑ (λ′1, λ′2) =↓↓
(λ1, λ2) =↑↑ G1(1, 2) G∗3(1, 2) G3(1, 2) 0
(λ1, λ2) =↑↓ G∗3(2, 1) G2(1, 2) G4(1, 2) −G˜3(2, 1)
(λ1, λ2) =↓↑ G3(2, 1) G4(1, 2) G˜2(1, 2) −G˜∗3(2, 1)
(λ1, λ2) =↓↓ 0 −G˜3(1, 2) −G˜∗3(1, 2) G˜1(1, 2)
Table D.3: Helicity table of the effective interaction for Jz = ±n, x > x′.
The functions Gi(1, 2) = Gi(x, k⊥;x′, k′⊥) are given by
G1(x, k⊥;x′, k′⊥) =m
2
`
(
1
xx′
+
1
(1− x)(1− x′)
)
Int(|1− n|)
+
k⊥k′⊥
xx′(1− x)(1− x′)Int(|n|), (D.12)
G2(x, k⊥;x′, k′⊥) =
[
m2`
(
1
xx′
+
1
(1− x)(1− x′)
)
+
k2⊥
x(1− x) +
k
′2
⊥
x′(1− x′)
]
Int(|n|)
+ k⊥k′⊥
[
Int(|1− n|)
xx′
+
Int(|1 + n|)
(1− x)(1− x′)
]
+
{
2
x+ x′ − 2xx′ δJz ,0
}
,
(D.13)
G3(x, k⊥;x′, k′⊥) =−m`
1
xx′
[
k′⊥Int(|1 + n|)− k⊥
1− x′
1− x Int(|n|)
]
, (D.14)
G4(x, k⊥;x′, k′⊥) =−m2`
(x− x′)2
xx′(1− x′)(1− x)Int(|n|). (D.15)
In G2(x, k⊥;x′, k′⊥), the final term in braces is a regularization term used to stabilize
the k⊥ → ∞ limit. The derivation of the term is found in Chapter 3. The function
Int(n) is defined as
Int(n) =
α
pi
(−A)−n+1
(
B
k⊥k′⊥
)n
. (D.16)
In these expressions we use the variables:
a =(x− x′)2m
2
`
2
(
1
xx′
+
1
(1− x)(1− x′)
)
+ k2⊥ + k
′2
⊥ (D.17)
− 1
2
(x− x′)
[
k
′2
⊥
(
1
1− x′ −
1
x′
)
− k2⊥
(
1
1− x −
1
x
)]
, (D.18)
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and
A =
1√
a2 − 4k2⊥k′2⊥
, (D.19)
B =
1
2
(1− aA) . (D.20)
The helicity table for the annihilation channel for Jz
In contrast to the exchange channel, the annihilation channel has ϕ dependence
only through the phase, and therefore these integrals can be done trivially. The results
are shown in Table D.4.
`¯` : `′ ¯`′ (λ′1, λ
′
2) =↑↑ (λ′1, λ′2) =↑↓ (λ′1, λ′2) =↓↑ (λ′1, λ′2) =↓↓
(λ1, λ2) =↑↑ I1(1, 2) I3(2, 1) I∗3 (2, 1) 0
(λ1, λ2) =↑↓ I3(1, 2) I∗2 (1, 2) I4(2, 1) 0
(λ1, λ2) =↓↑ I∗3 (1, 2) I4(1, 2) I2(1, 2) 0
(λ1, λ2) =↓↓ 0 0 0 0
Table D.4: Helicity table of the annihilation graph for Jz = 0, 1 where the `
′ ¯`′ is the
initial state and `¯` is the final state.
For this table, we have the matrix elements
I1(x, k⊥;x′, k′⊥) :=
2α
pi
Gγm`′m`
(
1
x
+
1
1− x
)(
1
x′
+
1
1− x′
)
δ|Jz |,1, (D.21)
I2(x, k⊥;x′, k′⊥) :=
2α
pi
[
Gγ
k⊥k′⊥
xx′
δ|Jz |,1 + 2δJz ,0
]
, (D.22)
I3(x, k⊥;x′, k′⊥) :=
2α
pi
Gγm`λ1
(
1
x
+
1
1− x
)
k′⊥
1− x′ δ|Jz |,1, (D.23)
I4(x, k⊥;x′, k′⊥) := −
2α
pi
[
Gγ
k⊥k′⊥
x′(1− x)δ|Jz |,1 − 2δJz ,0
]
. (D.24)
To obtain the elements 〈`′ ¯`′|γ|`¯`〉, only the inversion of m`′ ↔ m` need be performed,
because the complex phases have been integrated out. The table for Jz = −1 is
obtained by inverting all helicities. Note that the table has non-vanishing matrix
elements for |Jz| ≤ 1 only. This restriction is due to the angular momentum of the
photon. For these elements, the non-perturbative propagator Gγ is given by only the
inverse of the symmetric mass:
G−1γ =
1
2
(
m2` + k
2
⊥
x(1− x) +
m2`′ + k
′2
⊥
x′(1− x′)
)
. (D.25)
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APPENDIX E
NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION
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In order to solve the effective integral equation found in Chapter 2, several numer-
ical improvements are implemented. These techniques are described in this appendix.
Change of Variables
As expressed in Appendix A, the relative momentum of the particle and antipar-
ticle in the system are given by∑
i
pi = p` + p`′ = 0. (E.1)
Instead of using the Cartesian variables, (x,k⊥), it is numerically superior to use
the polar coordinates utilized initially by Karmanov[247] to study a toy model of
deuteron and followed upon by Sawicki[126, 125] in studying relativistic scalar field
bound states on the light front. These coordinates are defined by
p = (µ sin θ cosϕ, µ sin θ sinϕ, µ cos θ). (E.2)
The + momentum component of the particle and antiparticle are
p+` = E + pz and p
+
`′ = E − pz, (E.3)
where E =
√
m2` + p
2. Using these, the light-front coordinates (x,k⊥) can be related
to the coordinates (µ, θ, ϕ) by
x =
1
2
(
1 +
µ cos θ√
m2` + µ
2
)
, (E.4)
k⊥ = (µ sin θ cosϕ, µ sin θ sinϕ). (E.5)
The inverse relations can be trivially derived from these, giving
µ =
√
k2⊥ +m
2
`(2x− 1)2
1− (2x− 1)2 , (E.6)
cos θ = (1− 2x)
√
k2⊥ +m
2
`
k2⊥ +m
2
`(2x− 1)2
. (E.7)
With these new coordinates, it is necessary to have the Jacobian between them and
the original coordinates,
J(µ, θ, ϕ) =
1
2
m2` + µ
2(1− cos2 θ)
(m2` + µ
2)3/2
µ2 sin θ. (E.8)
The integration measure for the effective integral is then∫ 0
1
dx
∫ +∞
−∞
d2k⊥ =
∫ 2pi
0
dϕ
∫ +∞
0
dµ
∫ 1
−1
d cos θ
µ2
2
m2` + µ
2(1− cos2 θ)
(m2` + µ
2)3/2
. (E.9)
Physical intuition for µ can be developed by thinking of it as an off-shell mass of the
particle-antiparticle state. This can be seen from the relation∑
i
p−i =
m2` + k
2
⊥
x
+
m2` + (−k⊥)2
1− x =
m2` + k
2
⊥
x(1− x) = 4(m
2
` + µ
2) (E.10)
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Discretization Methods
In order improve the efficiency of his eigenvalue solver Mesonix, Trittmann[1]
choses instead of using a uniform grid in µ, θ to discretize via Gauss-Legendre poly-
nomials, since the wave functions should be better represented by this basis. This
allowed him to use a smaller number of discrete points and therefore better lever-
age the computational resource he had on hand. For TMSWIFT, the discretization
routines have been generalized, allowing for flexibility in choosing the scheme. In
addition to Trittmann’s use of Gauss-Legendre, TMSWIFT has implemented the
capacity to solve for a uniform grid (but it isn’t recommended), as well as the
Clenshaw-Curtis method, the Gauss-Chebyshev-of-the-first-kind method, and the
Gauss-Laguerre method. Each of these methods chooses the discrete points based
on the optimal representation for a given polynomial basis.
The reason for this multiplicity of options is two-fold. First, even with the parallel
implementation of TMSWIFT, the full problem of light-front quantum field theory is
prohibitively complicated, and therefore investigations of optimal basis sets should be
undertaken. In fact, this is the entire premise of the BLFQ techniques being devel-
oped: that a smart choice of basis states may dramatically improve the tractability
of the the bound-state problem. Secondly, in order to correctly account for the con-
tinuum states of |e+e−〉 that mix with the true muonium bound states, sampling
needs to be done on highly localized states. A portion of this thesis was devoted to
determining how these states could be sampled accurately. It was found that using a
method like Clenshaw-Curtis, which reuses some points from lower N discretizations
in larger N ones, allows one to discriminate between actual physical effects of these
states and numerical artifacts.
The techniques all have a similar structure for how they are implemented. For a
given set of basis functions, an integral is approximated by∫ b
a
dxf(x) =
∫ b
a
dxw(x)g(x) ≈
∑
i
wig(xi), (E.11)
where the points xi are selected to optimize some criteria. For most cases they are
the roots of the basis polynomial and are optimized to reduce the numerical error
over a class of functions most rapidly. In addition to the numerical integration, it
is necessary to remap the coordinates. The reason for this is that the domain of
µ = (0,Λ → ∞). To make this semi-infinite range tractable, the mapping function
f(µ) is introduced such that
f(µ) =
1
1 + µ
(E.12)
Restoring the Symmetries
In the previous sections, it was explained how numerically it is more efficent to
use the coordinates (µ, cos(θ)). Unfortunately, this initial numerical improvement in
performing the necessary integrals is essentially wiped out in a naive implementation.
This is because the effective Hamiltonian is no longer symmetric in the new variables,
and the computational efficiency for solving eigenvalue problems for unsymmetric
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matrices is dramatically worse. To repair this deficiency, a redefinition of the wave
function that is used in TMSWIFT is necessary. First, in discrete variables, the
Jacobian can be expressed as
Jij =
1
2
m2` + µ
2
i (1− cos2 θj)
(m2` + µ
2
i )
3/2
µ2i sin θj. (E.13)
Further, because discrete points chosen are not uniform but instead fixed by a Gauss
quadrature, there is a weight function wi or wj associated with the coordinates. Using
these factors together, one defines a wave function
φ(µi, θj) =
√
wiwjJijψ(µi, θj), (E.14)
where throughout TMSWIFT this asymmetry-fixing term is a vector asy[]. This
modification can be used to express the effective, discretized integral equation in the
form:[
4(m2` + µ
2
i )−M2n
]φ(µi, θj, λ1, λ2)√
wiwjJij
=
− g
2
16pi3
∑
λ3,λ4
∑
k,l
wkwlJkl〈i, j, 1, 2|V |k, l, 3, 4〉φ(µk, θl, λ3, λ4)√
wkwlJkl
.
(E.15)
Performing a minor amount of algebra, this expression can be put into a manifestly
symmetric form:
[4(m2` + µ
2
i )−M2n]φ(µi, θj, λ1, λ2) =
− g
2
16pi3
∑
λ3,λ4
∑
k,l
√
wiwjwkwlJklJij〈i, j, 1, 2|V |k, l, 3, 4〉φ(µk, θl, λ3, λ4).
(E.16)
Using the Coulomb Trick
In attempting to treat the bound-state problem of Yukawa theories, QED, QCD,
and many others, there is an inherently difficult numerical problem that must be
addressed. This problem even surfaces in simple, non-relativistic, instant-form prob-
lems. The problem is singularities. To be specific, it is good to consider the example
of the Coulomb-Schro¨dinger equation and its integrable singularity (especially since
the light-front effective Hamiltonian can be shown to have this equation as the non-
relativistic limit, as shown by [163]). While analytical methods have no problem
with solving problems with integrable singularities, when a numerical method tries
to sample integration points approaching the singularity, it will often fail because the
exact point of the singularity can’t be represented numerically.
To avoid this issue, Wo¨lz developed the so-called Coulomb trick[162]. In the
numerical methods and mathematics community, the generalized idea of this method
is called the Nystro¨m method[248]. In this section, the S-wave hydrogen atom in
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momentum representation and how the problem of integrable singularities can be
solved will be discussed, this is the problem first tackled by Wo¨lz in his thesis. For
this problem, the Schro¨dinger equation is given by(
p2
2m
− E
)
ψ(p) =
α
2pi2
∫
d3p′
ψ(p′)
(p− p′)2 . (E.17)
By considering only the S-wave states, the rotational invariance is manifest in each
state. This makes it trivial to integrate the angular variables to arrive at the Hamil-
tonian equation with a single degree of freedom, p:(
p2
2m
− E
)
ψ(p) =
α
pi
∫
dp′
p′
p
ln
(
(p− p′)2
(p+ p′)2
)
ψ(p′). (E.18)
Discretizing this equation with a particular choice of approximation exchanges the
single integral for a weighted sum, i.e.,(
p2i
2m
− E
)
ψ(pi) =
α
pi
N∑
j
wj
pj
pi
ln
(
(pi − pj)2
(pi + pj)2
)
ψ(pj). (E.19)
While analytically it is possible to solve this equation exactly, the numerical solution
will find difficulty around the singularity pi = pj. The crux of the Coulomb trick is to
add and subtract a term that in the continuum limit is the same, one that is discrete
and one that is analytical:(
p2i
2m
− E
)
ψ(pi) =
α
pi
N∑
j
wj
pj
pi
ln
(
(pi − pj)2
(pi + pj)2
)
[ψ(pj)− g(pi, pj)ψ(pi)]
+
α
pi
∫
dp′
p′
pi
ln
(
(pi − p′)2
(pi + p′)2
)
g(pi, p
′)ψ(pi) (E.20)
where essentially any function form of g(pi, pj) can be chosen as long as it satisfies the
constraint of g(pi, pi) = 1. This constraint ensures that the numerical and analytical
expressions are the same in the limit N → ∞. With this expression, the numerical
issues from the diagonal pi = pj has been moved to a continuum problem. In his
thesis, Wo¨lz found that if the ground state is desired, then an acceptable functional
form of g(pi, pj) is
g(pi, pj) =
(1 + p2)2
(1 + (p′)2)2
. (E.21)
For this particular choice, the analytical integral can be performed, yielding −αpi(1+
pi). As was found by Trittmann[1], this method can still work for the full effective
Hamiltonian. The complications arise in that, even for simple forms of g(pi, pj), the
analytical integral cannot be obtained. Instead, this integral, which for a judicious
choice of g(pi, pj) will still soften the singularity, is treated numerically, but with spe-
cialized integrators using much higher precision only over a small range around the
singularity. In TMSWIFT, this procedure is included in the files coulomb_cont.cpp
and coulomb_discrete.cpp for the exchange interactions. In the annihilation chan-
nel, there is no concern for singularities and therefore there is no need for implemen-
tation.
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APPENDIX F
EFFECTIVE INTERACTIONS
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As explained in Chapter 2, the infinite Fock space must be truncated in order to
make the problem tractable. In this appendix, the method of iterated resolvents will
be described. This method allows for the reduction of the effective degrees of freedom
in the Hamiltonian at the expense of introducing a redundant parameter, ω.
Method of Iterated Resolvents
Consider a Hamiltonian matrixH|Ψ〉 = E|Ψ〉 of sizeN×N . The rows and columns
of this matrix can be decomposed with a pair of projection operators, P =
∑n
j |j〉〈j|
with 1 < n < N , and Q = 1 − P . With these, the Hamiltonian can be rewritten in
terms of block matrices:(〈P |H|P 〉 〈P |H|Q〉
〈Q|H|P 〉 〈Q|H|Q〉
)
=
(〈P |Ψ〉
〈Q|Ψ〉
)
= E
(〈P |Ψ〉
〈Q|Ψ〉
)
. (F.1)
The second line can algebraically be rewritten as
〈Q|E −H|Q〉〈Q|Ψ〉 = 〈Q|H|Q〉〈P |Ψ〉 (F.2)
Inverting this equation, it is possible to express the Q sector as a function of the P
sector. The difficulty lies in the unknown values of E. To move beyond this, the
redundant parameter ω is introduced. For any value of ω, the equation can then
be solved, but only when imposing the additional constraint of E(ω) = ω are the
values E(ω) actually the true eigenvalues. With ω, one can define the propagator, or
resolvent, of the Q-space:
GQ(ω) =
1
〈Q|ω −H|Q〉 . (F.3)
Using the resolvent, the entire Hamiltonian can be expressed in only the P -space as
〈P |Heff(ω)|P 〉 = 〈P |H|P 〉+ 〈P |H|Q〉GQ(ω)〈Q|H|P 〉. (F.4)
With the resolvent introduced, it is possible to approximate it in ways that can
simplify the numerics. Consider two resolvents, one with and one without off-diagonal
elements in H. To connect with the eventual physical problem, the diagonal terms
will suggestively be defined as T and the off-diagonal as V . The two resolvents are
GQ(ω) =
1
〈Q|ω − T − U |Q〉 and G0(ω) =
1
〈Q|ω − T |Q〉 . (F.5)
Formally, these two are related by
GQ(ω) = G0(ω) +G0(ω)UGQ(ω)
= G0(ω) +G0(ω)UG0(ω) +G0(ω)UG0(ω)UG0(ω) + . . . . (F.6)
Therefore, it is seen that the full resolvent is an infinite series of free resolvents with
U interactions between them. Why is this useful? G0(ω) can be trivially inverted
since the matrix in the denominator is completely diagonal. The Tamm-Dancoff
method corresponds to truncating the series at the first term[249, 250], and is common
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in many-body physics. Unfortunately, this truncation generally introduces a severe
singularity and in fact the series diverges order by order. Even more problematic is
that in a gauge theory, this truncation general breaks gauge invariance.
The formalism developed is trivially expanded to system of n sectors. For the
Hamiltonian
n∑
i
〈i|Hn(ω)|j〉〈j|Ψ(ω)〉 = E(ω)〈i|Ψ(ω)〉 (F.7)
the resolvent in each sector can be defined as
Gn(ω) =
1
〈n|ω −H|n〉 (F.8)
Using these, an effective Hamiltonian in n− 1 sectors can be written via
Hn−1(ω) = Hn(ω) +Hn(ω)Gn(ω)Hn(ω). (F.9)
Recursively applying this mechanism, it is possible to reduce an n-sector bare Hamil-
tonian to an effective Hamiltonian in any number of fewer sectors, including a single
one. The only restriction is that n must be finite. Given a finite initial n, the entire
problem is reduced to chains like HGiHGmHGlH (where i,m, l ≤ n). The total
number of resolvents in a particular term is determined by n.
A number of important features should be pointed out about these chains. First,
Hn(ω) never contains a resolvent for the n-sector, therefore the system never falls
back into a state of k < n through one of these chains. Another way of phrasing this
is that the chains will form Russian nesting doll-like structures, e.g.,
Hn(ω)Gn(ω)Hn+1(ω)Gn+1(ω)Hn+2(ω)Gn+2(ω)Hn+2(ω)Gn+1(ω)Hn+1(ω)Gn(ω)Hn(ω).
(F.10)
While these chains in a gauge theory might seem daunting, it is important to remem-
ber that many interactions 〈l|H|j〉 in the chain are zero. This sparsity in chains arises
from the Hamiltonian operators in QED and QCD only changing particle number by
at most 2. Moving beyond these expressions requires some finesse in choosing ap-
proximations for ω such that a searching through all values of ω isn’t required. How
these approximations are made is discussed in Chapter 3.
QED with Iterated Resolvents
For the case of interest in this thesis, the effective `+`− Hamiltonian can be writ-
ten in a relatively compact form due to the aforementioned limits of Hamiltonian
operators,
H`+`−,eff = T`+`− + V G`+`−γV + V GγV + V GγγV G`+`−γV, (F.11)
where it is implied in this equation that for each chain, the corresponding diagonal
seagull or fork diagram would also be included. Equation (F.11) is formally correct,
independent of the Fock-space truncation. This is because hiding in Gγ, G`+`−γ, and
Gγγ are each another chain of all higher states they are coupled to. These chains
will continue to build, including higher and higher Fock states until the highest Fock
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state is reached. At that point, the resolvent will contain no off-diagonal elements,
and therefore can trivially be solved, ending the chain. One approximation, called
in-medium perturbation theory, relies upon the notion that in the resolvent, inter-
actions can be split into spectator and non-spectator interactions, as was discussed
in Chapter 3. In the same way that Gn is related to G0, Gn can be related to the
spectator interaction-only resolvent G¯n. These resolvents are given by
G¯n =
1
ω − Tn − U¯n , Gn =
1
ω − Tn − U¯n − U˜n
, (F.12)
the splitting into U¯n and U˜n being based on recognizing that not all interaction terms
change the Fock state. Unlike the Tamm-Dancoff approximation, which splits all
non-diagonal elements off into U , the in-medium idea is to instead split off only
those non-block -diagonal elements into U˜n. An example of how this works can be
considered in the `+`−γ sector. The seagull diagrams between `+`− particles would
be considered part of U¯`+`−γ since the particle content remains the same. In contrast,
the element V G`+`−`+`−V , which corresponds to a vacuum polarization correction,
would be considered part of U˜n. In this series expansion of Gn, the divergences are
found to be less severe, and for smartly chosen forms of ω can produce reasonable
results.
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